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slavery. Confederacy or
ry is virtually at an end.

confederacy, slaveStephens' chief corner stone, almost as soon as
laid, is raised to
its due position, and he and his guilty associ-

JOHN T. OILMAN,»
IdltorB.
JOSEPH B. HALL, )

in this atrocious rebellion may soon oca position of their own, mt
very advantageously compared with that of the rejected
When
as
soon
will lie,
negro.
relieved, they
of the cares of the government, let us hope
that, in prison or in exile, they will learn how
perilous it is to practically contravene the will
of Him who has made of one blood all nations
of men that dwell upon the lace of the earth—
and that they will further learn, that there is a
Stone, elect, precious, on which if men fall,
they shull be broken, but which if it fall on
them, will grind them to powder.
For ourselves. Beloved Friends, it is a matter of devout thankfulness, that our Government has placed itself and the people in a
position in which we can claim and will receive
the sympathy and cheer of every philanthropist on earth. More than this, we are now,
as a people, in this great contest, in
harmony
with the revealed aud unalterable will of God.
We can now consistently and as Christians,
pray for the blessing of Heaven on our arms,
for we have forsaken that great evil which has
given rise to so many of our social troubles,
which has made our boa-ted liberty the byword or the world, anti which—more than
aught or than all else—has hindered our prayers for our national welfare, and held over us
so long|the dark and lowering cloud of divine
displeasure. From this time God will bless
us.
Let us but tie true to our convictions—
true to those divine principles of rectitude and
justice on which all real and permanent prosperity is ever based—true to the Constitutional tradition that “all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable rights; that among these
arc life, liliertv ami the pursuit of happiness"
—true to the inspired and immutable maxim,
that righteousness axalteth a nation.whilst sin
is
a
reproach to any people. To all these
let us be true and faithful, and success will
assuredly crown our efforts to restore the
Union—relieved of -that hateful incubus of
human bondage, and to place our nation on a
height of moral greatness that will gain for
her the terror of evil-doers, and the respect
and reverence of sill, in every land, who fear
God and love their fellow-men.
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is founded is The*$. U. 18: “In everyfor this is the will of God
In Christ Jesus concerning you.” After a
brief introduction the preacher goes ou to
draw out and illustrate the cause for thankfulness, which underlies four natioual misfortunes. It is a sufficient reward for all the sacrifices of this war, if thereby our liberty be
course

anareby

or

ocl? d&w

despotism.

tion of

neutrality

(Office

taught us self-dependence and relieved us of obligations, which
might have proved embarrassing. The noisy
negotiation of the Trent affair has called the
attention of the English people to American
affairs so pointedly, that they could not help
learning what questions are really at stake
here, and having learned are our unfailing
friends to-day. Uastly there is ample compensation for the wearisome delays and ignominious defeats so Joug suffered; and this concluding portion of the sermon, so well suited
to these gloomy days, so full of manly courage
and Christian trust, we give in full:
The rebellion still existing, though iu diminished force, is closely connected and even
Identified with negro slavery. The rebels
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The numerical designation of the Regiment.and the
recruiting of the Companies for the same, being
placed by the War Department under the direction or
; the Governor and ( ommander-in-Chief of the State
of Maine, two additional Batteries or Companies lor
! said Regiment are hereby authorized to be raised of
the standard aud organization prescrib'd. The present companies
may be recruited un to the given number. when they will be reorganized so far as necessary
to conform with the above reouireincnts, and the necessary additional Regimental. Field aud staff Officers will b' appointed.
The regiment upon the completion of its organization, as above, will be designated as the 1st Regiment of Heavy Artillery of
Maine Volunteers.
The Slat*' Bounty of Forty-Five dollars will be paid
; to each recruit of this regiiueut enlisted prior to the
! first Wednesday in January next.
Applications for enlisting papers may be made at
this oflic*
By order of the Commander-In-Chief.

Commander-in-chief

to decree the unconditional emancipation o
ttie slaves of the reMs, being such on the firs
day of January next, and to offer coinpensa
tion for tlie lllierty of those belonging to loy
al citizens of the
Republic ? That graeiou
necessity—this glorions proclamation, still re
verberating, In its multiplied echoes, througl
the civilized world, have sealed the doom o f
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GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!
Then* celebrated Scaler are .till made by the oriyinal inventors, (and only by them,) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience aud skill can suggest.
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of the best materials, aud
durable in operation.
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m HOUSES. »t price* from *1000 to *6000.
100 HOUSE LOIS. »t price* from 8200 to *3000.
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HUDSON, JR.
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No. 27 Market

Squaie,

where he will execute in an artistic manner all kinds
of ORNAMENTAL PAINTING, such as Signs,Curtains, Banners. Landscapes, Figures, Flowers, Scroll
Work, flic.
A long and thorough apprenticeship to tin mechanical branch of the business, ami several years study
i of the higher branches of the Art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the
| most elegant styles, and he hopes by diligence and
; constant attention to busiuess, to merit the patronage of the public.
ftrt'ARO SIGNS of all varieties painted tc
JOHN B. HUDSON. Jr.,
! order.
No. 27 Market Square.
det*4 «Uw

Pirr nnd Mantle Mirrors.
Oval, Square or Kliptical frames,

wit*
Rosewood, Black Walnut or Gilt finish mad<
to order, of any si/e, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses auc
elates re-set In old frames, by
MORRISON * CO., 2«. Market Square.
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the city.
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ever mmo.
grrroKTiHG Drawer, the
VaralabCf" All orders for RrpsMii Furniture,
8eeti*»f.
OlMlng.
Chair
inf. Upholstering.
promptly attended to.

heelJi»d

R. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

Marble,

Free Stone,

Soap Stone,

L,

Marble Chimney Pieces. Monumental Work and
Grindstones.
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JOBS TRATOR,
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words."
These instruments sing their own
Any
Piano for
person desirous of obtaiuiug a
a very little money, should call aim examine these
instruments. as they must and will be sold.
Their agent will take great pleasure iu showing the
beauties of these iustrumeuts to auy and all who
mav favor him with a call.
|^“Recollect this is a rare chance, aud for a few
E. 11. USBOKX,
daysoulv.
Agent for the Manufacturers.
Every I*iauo sold with the written guarantee of
dec8 dtf
i the Makers.

/''VUR stock in this department is complete, com
V/ prising every article used iu the art.
Portland, I
MORRISON k CO..
1
26. Market Square.
une34d<f*&t

I

and Cabin Stores,

\ Corner Commercial St. aad

LIGHTE f BRADBURY,.NEW YORK.
whose established reputation of thirty years renders
the superiority of their Pianos familiar as “household
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CO„
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Shaw A

As usual .keeps constantly supplied with froth
mMM and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in evsVrnl rv variety and style fbr gentlemen's and lawear, and invite nil his old customer*
and the public generally to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their
understandings.”
W. W. L. is agent for the Leavitt and wileos
k Gibbs SEWING-MAC HINES augfr-dmd

equal.
pf" Only 26Cent# per Bottle, at
novlT

lo t ii ti u

n

(Formerly E.

It is invaluable for soleing or patching Boot# and
Shoes, and for cementing Leather Belting it haa no

Pipe.
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EVERY

Root, anil Shoe..

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
said Company on Monday, the fifth day of January,
1863. at 3 o’clock P. M.. tor the purpose of choosiug
Suffolk sp.. December 10. 1862.
seven Directors for the ensuing year, and the transPersonally appeared Samuel Gould, President, and
©■
action of any other businc** which may then be
Jas. J. Goodrich, Secretary- of the above Company,
and severally made oath that the above statement, ! gaily acted upon
GKo A. WRIGI1T, Secretary.
in
their
true.
them
belief,
is,
subscribed,
by
J
declO tin
I
Portland, Dec. 10.1862.
William T. Andrews.
Before me,
Justice of the Peace.

NATS'! F. LEERING, Agent,
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No. 124 Exchaxoe Strut, Poktlamd, Mk.
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Warm, Cold and Skoirrr Batki, Walk Bowls, Brain
and Silver Plated Coeki
Description of Water Fixtara fce Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Ships, ke
arranged and set up in the best manner, and all orders in town or conntrr faithfully executed. iUl
kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on haud. Lead Pipes and Shout Load,
and Beer Pumps of all kind*.
July2*dly

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by tarnishing the purest chemical* and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the conddence
of the public.

aug20dft wtf

THE
pany

14th. IMS.

MAKER or-

public

CHAS. r. CBOSMAN.

Photograph,

| FORCE FUMPS AND WATER
CLOSETS,

dly
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lASlFACTlRIRS A>» JOBBERS OF CLOTRIM.

SAM'L GOULD, President.
Jas. J. Gooduich, Secretary.

Tailor,

STREET,

ID rug

or

PEABCE,
PLUMBER,

Mken .tore, X«. 15 Middle Street,
at(Fox Block,) and respectfully invite
tention to their large and well selected stock of

Nos. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.

a

Ambrotype

WILLI AH

CKOS .HAN A POOR,

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

flcSEi

YOU

not (nil to call at No. >7 Market Square, whan
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warsatisfkctiou. at price, rbich defy eompetltio*.

July

NAVY

...

EXCHANGE

1ST ew

and Wholesale Dealers in

ou
a fkw days

Portia**.

•

TRASK A LEWIS,
Square, h'd Preble St,

FORK STREET. PORTLAND, ME.
Jc28dtr

BT All kind, of TIN »nd SHEET IRON WORK
novUO
done to order, at short notice.

Will be

•

ST Market

Sugar Refinery,

UNDBH

m

«

N. B.—Large Ambrotype* only PtfXooa Oats.

P.rllaad, Me.
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•

|

The Vetrifled Water and Drain

I

Best

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

AQKXT FOB-

X^lUIION,

IF

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

Assortment of

WOODWAX, TRUE

SALK.

LIMBS MAr BE SEES AT

SPECIMEN

373 Co**reaa Street,
•ujr4dtf

dispeusary

Lancaster

Splint*,

FOR

CRUTCHES,

Grain, DO

Portland. Aug. 6. 1862.
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A. D. REEVES,

Registers, VeutUatora, Ac.
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Sheet GntU Perch* for
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the celebrated Barstow Stovx Co.

Importers

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL LIHB9,

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

BAKING.

Stoves, Furnaces and Ranges,

.specifying

jj,

rant

ARMY

STOVE

HOUSE FURNISHING

atl

titco.wb,Apothecary,

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WUARF,

throughout New

5.962 76

-ALSO,

n

Flour and

C,..rrd»l ■irrcl.

—DEALER IX—

j

Corn,

PUBLIC.

7,600 00

——

24, iya.

l. 11.

ADDISON FRYE.

DEALERS

HOWARD,

Complete

Olottua,

make them up at short aollsa.1
CsU and See.

to

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.
om»na,

ALBERT WEBB A CO„

FOR SALE BY

A

prepared

—WAIT THE-

that it can be used separately for roasting, or
(by the removal of a simple plate) in connection with
the larger oveu for bakiug.
Wherever the»c stoves have been used, they have
givcu universal satistactiou.

From

Portland.

Corn, Meal, Oata, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Halt, Ac.
AMAKIAH FROST,

ranged

F. A.

And is

n©v8If

the novel—the peculiar feature of the MODEL
COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Boasting Oven withil
the body of the stove and in front of the tire; so ar-

11.002 00

Ail) assortment of

a

Military

PEW-CUSU-

Messrs. Flost k Farit having leased mr Mill and
purchased my stock and trade, I cheerfully recommend them to mv customers.
Portland. Nov. 1,1862.
W. C. BRADLEY'.

But

3.889 26
14.668 37
13.966 00
16,432 22

—

BOSTON,

large and well selected Stock of

Also

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep constantly ou hand.

stove so perfectly fitted as to place the
draft of the stote entirely within the control of the
person usin<r it; enabling him to preserve either a
wood or coal ire for tnauv hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus securing great ecouoiuy in time,
aud iu cost of fuel, as well a- avoiding the dust consequent upon rekindling.

186 49

s

AND

Cloth., Caaaimeres sad Vesting.!

style of

we meau a

|

HAS ACST HKTCBMED PEON

With

and have taken Store

Company,

ROASTING AND

REEVES,

-AO EFT FOE-

The senior partner of tho Company, whose experiof uearly a quarter of a century iu the Stove
Manufacture, says—that by an

1/ld AA

8284,676 14
Amount of railroad stocks? State ain’t
of each kind, and par talue and market value ot each.
None.
14. Amouut of railroad bonds? State am’t
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
8102,000 Bonds
Cheshire Kail Koad, par value 100,market value l»r2.
87.788 67
15. Cash value of real estate owned bv the
38,283 03
Company.
! 16. Amount of cash on hand, including advances on losses uot adjusted?
72,013 63
17. Am’t of ca»h in hands of agents? None.
18. Amount loaned ou mortgage of real estate?
172,000 00
19. Amount loaned on collateral?
77.778 67
20. Amount loaned without collateral?
68,76681
21. Amouut of all other investments?
12,000 00
; 22. Amount of premium notes on risks terminated?
5,23718
23. Amount of borrowed money
(
collaterals given for the same? None.
24. Amount of losses due and unpaid? None.
26. Amouut of losses claimed
and unpaid?
_.
26. Amount ol losses reported
upon which the liability
of tt.e Company i, not dotermined ?
68,900 00
27. Amouut of all other claims against the
None.
Company?
28. Amouut of cash received for premiums
on fire risks?
68,729 69
29. Amount of cash received for premiums
on marine risks?
22,678 66
30. Ainouut of notes received for premiums
ou tire risk-?
None.
31. Amount of notes received for premiums
on marine risks?
229.237 82
32. Amount of cash received for interest?
51,110 94
33. Amouut of income received from all
?
other sources
2.936 08
34. Amount of the losses paid last year?
86,878 65
itomk
«.»
oo. a moil in oi marine
pam iviyetrr
86. Amount of dividend' paid the last year? 12 *.000 00
of
for
office?
24
37. Amount paid
14,274
expenses
88. Amount of other expenditures?
lo,200 00
39. Amount received in cash for tire risks
not terminated ?
70,710 42
40. Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risks? From 76per cent, to96
per cent, of premiums.
! 41. Amount of premium notes on risks not
terminated?
166,86718
>
42. Amount of delinquent notes not charg26 00
ed to profit and loss?
I 43. Highest rate of interest received? Six
per cent.
44. Highest rate of interest paid on money
borrowed?
Nothing.
46. How many shares of the capital stock
None.
are pledged to the Company ?
46. Halauce to credit of profit aud loss account?
282,248 34
47. Balance to debit of profit and loss account?
Nothing.
48. How many shares of the capital stock
are owne by the Company, or not subNone.
scribed for?
49. What amount of the capital consists of
N thing.
the stockholders’notes?

No. 3 Exchange Street
dec 12 dlhr

aud

aawvcm

the

stand unrivalled
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Copartnership Notice.

Cook!

THE

NKAV

have this day associated ourselves together

ence

bks.

Bank, Bo-ton,
100 117
600 shs Shawraut Bank.Boser*

TO

Manufactured

1

ANY

i

1275 shrs City Bank.Boston, 100
660 shs Shock Leather Deal-

First Collection District, Maine.

F>R

1

n. v. m.v.

ALJiE VENUE.

pay
debt." approved July 1st, 1862. 1 hereby give notice that I have received from the Assessor
of the First Collection District in the State of Maine,
the annual Lists of Taxes aud Duti<*s assessed in the
month of September, and tlie monthly List lor the
months oi October and November, 1862: that the
said Taxes aud Duties have become due and payable,
and that 1 will be in attendance at my office, over
Store No. 92Commercial Street, Portland, from the
first to the fifteenth day of January, 1863, for the
purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting License* to all persons within that portion of the First
District included in the County of Cumberland.
And 1 further give notice, and call attention to the
JOHN L. HODSDON, Adj't General.
! following provisions of the Act:
•‘All persons who shall neglect to pay the duties
dec22dlw
aud faces, so as afore.-aid assessed upou them, to the
or his Deputies, within the times above
Collector
«-ilf Frames.
shall be liiible to pay ten per centum addiPORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
tional upon the amount thereof."
size or style desired—latest patterns and best
And 1 would also call atteutiou to the following
workmanship—made to order by
provisions of tlie said Act, respecting Licenses:
MORRISON & CO.. 26. Market Square,
“If any person or persons shall exercise or carry
on any trade or business hereinafter mentioned, for
the exercising or carrying on which trade or business
NOTICE.
a license i9 required by this act, without taking out
person having from Five to Ten Hundred
as in that behalf required, he, she, or
Dollars to iuvest, may learn of au established ; such license
they shall, for even- such offence, respectively, forfeit
business, in w hich a Targe portion of the citizen* of
a penalty equal to three tim*‘s the amount of the duty
Portland are interested, w hich will give constaut cmor sum of money imposedfor such license."
plovment and pay well, bv addressing
NATH’L J MILLER.
decl dtf
BUSINESS, Daily Press Office.
Collector of 1st Collection District
iu the State of Maine.
v>nrtu«id rw trot. iRrt?
dtf

j

12.

State the name of the Company. Manufacturers' Insurance Company.
Where located? Boston.
When ineorporated ? February 23,1822.
Amount of Capital?
8400,000
Amount of Capita] actually paid in?
400,000
Number of shares, aud par value of
each ? 4000—8100.
Amount of fire risks outstanding?
8,612.764
Amount of marine risks outstanding?
7.887.491
Total amount of outstanding risks?
16,500,255
Amount of United States stock or treasury notes owned by the Company?
State amount of each kind, aud par value and market value of each.
20,000
United State* 7 8-10 Bonds, p. v. per
•hare 8100—m. v. 8104,
20,000
Amount of State stocks? State amount
of each kind.aud par value aud market
value of each.
Amount of bank stocks? 8tate amount
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.

OFFERED

D.

1

The Tailor,

tf Hair Mattresses renovated. Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
jul3Gd6in

greatest of modern improvements in the line of

EVER

^A.

Lounges, Bedsteads,
Exchange Street,

Roofing Slate,
Street,

1

HENRY L. PAINE,
WILLIAM C. HOW.

FURNITURE,
148

CO.,

Opposite Smith’s Wharf..PoiTUlD, Ms.

AND-

ioss, tfc., trc.

LTHC*

273 Comineroiul

PARKER,

SPRING-BEDS, MATTRESSES,

TBO*

-Dealer* in—

Coal, Wood and

Manafariwrer ef

Cook. Stoves,

ON THE FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1802.

declO dl6t

Wagoner.

Privates.

The

OF BOSTON,

2.

F.

Me.

BaIH,

(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOW k CO..)

rtffipb UPHOLSTERER

With Two Ovens,

Manufacturers’ Insurance Co,

1.

Model

PELEO EA

HENRY L. PAINE A

—

WILLIAM

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

-OF THE-

PURSUANT

1 1st Sergeant.
1 Quartermaster
6 Sergeants.

I

Tlie

__

decl6 tf

Portland, Nov. 1, 1862

RETURN

fiuhlic

WINE

Widgerjfi Wharf.)

JeMdtf

aug4dly

Agent,

So. 103 1-3 Fore SI., Portland.

LTMCH,

■IOHH

in the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL.
JOHN BOND.
B. D. MERRILL.

\3T

bills not

head of

Per tin.A.

set ui)

j
|

8557,748 48
Risk,
810.573,288 21
than
amount
at
Liabilities, (other

(Oppo.it.

Wafer Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constant Iff on hand.
fcjf All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

a

of

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL
STREET,

No. 27 Union Str..t, Portland, Me.

WE REFER TO

collateral aud notes

ELIPHALET WEBSTEE.

i
Uhited State* of America, 1
GENERAL
histrirt of Maine, ss.
j
to a Writ of Venditioni Exponas, to
Secretary of War has authorized the 18th
me directed, from the Hon. Asnur Ware, Judge
Regiment o’f Infantry of Maine Volunteer* to
of the United States District Court, withiu and lor
be changed to one of
Heavy Artillery, to be organized as prescribed in the Inflow ing extract from Gen- ; said District of Maine, 1 shall expose and sell at
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor, the foleral Order of the War Department, No. 126, of Sep- !
teinber 6lh, 1862:
owing property and merchandize at tlie time and
within
said District, as follows, viz:
place
Regiment of Artillery—12 Batteries.
At the Custom House Builmno on Fore Street,
1 Colonel.
1 Chaplain.
in VortUmd, on Friday, the twenty-sixth day of De1 Lieutenant Colonel.
1 Sergeant Major
cember current, at 11 o'clock A. M.,
1 Major for every four
Ten Thousand Four Hundred C igars.
Batteries.
1 Quartermaster Sergeant.
1 Adjutant (not an extra
Tlie same having been decreed forfeit to the United
1 Commissary.
Lieutenant.)
States iu the District Court for said District, and or1 Quartet master (not on
dered to be sold, aud the proceeds disposed of accordextra Lieu ten ant.)
1 Hospital Steward.
ing to law.
Dates) at Portland, this tenth day of DecemBattery of Auiillery.
ber, A. D. 1862.
1 Captain.
12 Corporals.
F A. QUIN BY,
2 1st Lieutenants.
2 Musiciaus.
U. 8. Deputy Marshal, District of Maine.
2 2<1 Lieutenants.
2 Artificers.

TIIE

on

building,

Exchange Street,

•

ELTJMBERS,

imparting

complexiou.

^

V. S. Marshal's Sale.

Adjutant general'* Office, 1
Augusta, Dec. 19, 1862.
ORDER NO. C2.

48

AMO

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

I. D. TIER KILL A CO.,

by

few well known geutlemeu aud phyticiaus who
have tried the Wine:
Gen Winfield Scott,USA. I Dr. Wilson. 11th st NY.
Gov Morgan. N.Y .State. | Dr Ward. Newark. N. J.
Dr. J.R.Chilton,N Y.City, Dr. Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N. Y. Citv.
I
N.J.
Dr*. Darcy & Nick oil, New- I)r. Marcv, New York,
ark. N.J.
| Dr. Tai*t, Philadelphia.
IP"None genuine without the *ignature of “ALFRED STEER. Passaic, N. J.,” is over the cork of
each bottle.
HAKE OWE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For sale by Druggists aud all first class dealers.
A. SPEER. Proprietor.
Vineyard—Pa**aic, New Jersey.
Office—200 Broadwav. New York.
JO.IN LA FOY, Paris.
dec22 dly
Agent lbr France aud Germany.

7.
HEAD QUARTERS,

STEER S

AUGUSTUS STORY, President.
THOS. H. JOHNSON.Secretary.
of 85 per
This
IP
Company is paying a dividend
cent, on yearly, and 33 1-3
percent, on three and
five vear Policies, at their expiration.

J. W. lNiyXGER, Agent.

Hospitals,'

4,,

'W'h.olesale Ghrooers-

House.

Portland, Dec. 15.1862.

the

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambnci grape, cultivated iu New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physician* as possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use, and an excellent article for
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefittiug ladies
and children.
A LADIES* WINE,

the date of its
1, 1862.

risk.) viz:
Claims for Losses,
*3.100 00
There are no other liabilities, unless of
rendered for ensenses.

property.
three, or

use

receivable,
6.542 49
fctate.
2.415 17
Cash ou hand,
6,587 49
Balances in hands of Agents,
906 41
Interest earned aud sundry assets, 2,906 89 *139.626 87

Amouvt

Agency,

should

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, a* it
couiains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for it* rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone tp the digestive
properties,
organs, *»ml a blooming, soft and healthy skin aud

Amount at

103 MIDDLE STREET.

liloau

entertained by him and most of tile leading
Statesmen of bis time, were that the enslavement of the African race was in violation of
the laws of nature. * * • • * Those ideas,
however, were fundamentally false. They
rested upon the assumption of the equality of
races.
This was au error. It was a sandy
foundation. • * * • * Our new government
is founded upon exactly the opposite idea; its
foundations are laid, its corner stone rests upon the great truth, that the negro is not equal
to the wliite man; that slavery, subordination
to the superior race in his natural and normal
condition. This, our new government, is the
first in tiie history of the world based upon
tills great physical, philosophical and moral
truth. • * • • * The negro by nature or the
curse ugaiust Canaan, is fitted for that condition which he occupies in our system. This
stone, which was rejected by the builders, is
become the headstone of the corner in our
new edifice.
It was meet that such declarations should
have been clenched by such a quotation and
such au application as this. The poor rejected
negro may take comfort from the thought that
even Vice President Stephens saw some relation betwixt his degradation and sufferings and
those of the adorable Redeemer—and that, in
a sense little dreampt of by the bold blasphemer, the negro may yet become an honored integral part of the social edflce. To this issue all
things now are verging. The progress of events
has indeed been slow! In our imnatienre we
would have had the rebellion crushed at once.
Had our wills been powerful enough to put
themselves into execution, we would, in a few
months at least, have brought the rebels to our
terms and forced them to reenter the Union
they had forsworn and abandoned. We have
complained, and not unjustly, of the sordid
cupidity of contractors of the divided counsels
of the Cabinet, of the dilatoriness of our Commanders, and of the consequently tardy movements and ineffective operations of our large,
loyal, and well appointed armies. We have
gained advantages, and lost them by culpable
neglect. Our victories have Iweu succeeded
by renewed languor and Inaction. Europe has
looked on in amazement, at the alvortivencss of
efforts which, if conducted with any suitable
degree of energy and prudence, ought to have
been crowned with magiflcentrcsults. All this,
and much more, is true, and the history of this
war, brief though it has been, furnished many
lessons fitted to lower the haughtiness of human wisdom and teach our nation, as others have
been taught, that human policy and power are
in themselves, but feeble safeguards and very
doubtful auguries for good.
Hut has there not even here been more that
an ample compensation ?
Had the rebels succumbed at once—bad the
march of our armies been ever prompt, on
ward, and triumphant, so as, within the time
once deemed sufficient for the
purpose, U
bring about the re-establishment of the Union
ou its old basis—when, or how then coulc
have arisen the happiest of ail military neees
silics that has led the noble President ol thest

Hon.

season,

Consisting of Notes and Statute Liabilities, 418,121 61
Cash Asset*, as follows, viz:
Investments in Mortgages,
846,872 87
Hank Stock.
41,905 08
Railroad Houds and Stocks,
12.529 38
U. State*.State and City Bonds, 19,961 09
Loans

8390,631 88 390,63183
l*Ktt Contra:
All outstanding Claim#,
827,904 06
No other liabilities to Banks or Individuals except Office Expenses.
Amount at risk, Nov. ], 1862,
820,689,687 28
Amount necessary to re-insurethe above,
84,866 42
WM. CONNER, Jr., Secretary.
[Signed]
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I
t
County of Hamp leu, ss.
Sworn to before me,
Justice
of the Peace.
Walker.
Oku.
(Signed)

this

aud Rheumatic Affection*.

SALEM, MASS.,

Capital Stock.8557,748

at

as no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It impart* a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organ*, very beneficial in Dropsy,Gout

Real

Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate, within the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts,
80,473 69
1207 share# Bank Stocks, as per
schedule.
124.206 60
638 shares Railroad Stocks,
75,750 00
Railroad Bonds,
7,560 00
Loaus on l*er#oual and Collateral
8.842 62
Security.
All other Securities,
6.364 18

REFERENCE*

Hon. Lot M.

as follows

Cash,
6,936 93
Cash in hands of Agents in course
of transmission,
16,372 32
816,400 U.8. 7.80 Treasury- Nates, 16,016 00
810,000 U. S 6 per cent. Certificates of I ndebtedness,
10,000 00
86.0001'. 8 6 per cent. Coupon
Bond-. 1881,
6.200 00
R<*al Estate owned by the Com09
unincumbered,
33,820
pany,

Augut»ta, Me.

State House.)

Amount of

8200.000 00
190,531 83
-8390,681 88

Surplus,

has

themselves best know their own wishes and
inteutions. Mr. Stevens, the Vice President
of the Southern Confederacy, may be supposed
to understand his owu motives and designs,
and those of his associates. His outspoken address at Atlanta.will live long after the Confederacy has breathed its last, and will be
Quoted by posterity as a specimen of that audacity and blasphemy which nothing but the
reactive aod demoralizing influence of slavery
couid have produced.
“Though last, not least,” he says, “the new
constitution has put to rest/ormr all the agitating questions relating to our peculiar institution. Slavery was the immediate cause of
the late rupture and present revolution. Jefferson, in his forecast, had anticipated this as
the “rock upon which the old Union would
■nlil

with the Laws of the Stale of Maine.

SETH E. BEEI)1
No. 9

IN

ly.

fain

It
the

Fire Ins. Company

On the first dav of November. being
exhibit next preceding Dec.

On the First day of November. 1862. in conformity

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the United States.
Prize Money. Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay co

Indifference of the English Queen’s proclama-

llolyokeJVIiilual

EXCHANGE

JOHN RODINftON.

European

CONDITION

Portland. As. 8. IMS.

am now readr to wait uA
my former customers and the public gcuerally. atall
hours, with all the luxuries of ibe day.

and American
used in
aud
some of the first families in Europe and America.
AS A TONIC

-op-

Insurance (o,

Capital Stock, all paid up,

T II E

"

A, D« BEEVES, • m
'K'Hile,,
>8 EXCHANGE STREET.
JOHN LYNCH * CO„

leased the

•

Thorn*. Block,

•"""•on fires to CUTTING ui
VJ',AIJ,BOTS’
PASr.,i
MAkIM,
GARMENTS, b,

and fitted it up anew, I

celebrated in Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
Stimulant, Tonic. Diuretic, aud
qualities as a g**utlc
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,

Statement

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,

OF

|

■

SAMBUCI WINE,

dfcwtf

OF

Springfield

Pensions

The cold

June 23.

Having
Nob. 17 A 19

Sir..,,

PORTLAND. ME.

Boys, Boys, B«y».

Furnishing Goods,

Eating

Every

Co.,

of

CLOTHING,

MERCHANTS’

co

Office in "Boyd's Building," opposite Post Office.

-OF Tilt-

Pensions,

lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fee*, for each Pension obtained, Five
All Claims against the Government
prompt attention.
Post Office address

Mains.

STATEMENT of the condition

by

thing give thanks;

of

\ Office No.74 Middle st.,opposite Post office.

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled
sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

BCTHEbs, for a copy of which we are indebted
to their courtesy. The text on which this dis-

State

Fire and Marino In*.

I

1

Of Providence.
Perfect SrcrRiTT. which ought always to be the
Ant consideration in effecting insurance, is here olfered to the public, at the lowest rates of premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.

Further information will be cheerfully tarnished
application by mail or otherwise to

on

Pension*.

Invalid

Equitable

Jul29dftwljr

aell at prices to suit the timet.
Portlsnd. Nov. 19.1362.
<jtf

C

i

8« Commercial

will

w»

OR

«

••public Fire Inanrance Company,
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplu,. *312,000.
Relief Fire Inanrance Company.
Of New York. -Cash Capital and Surplus, S.60,000.

IN THE

wliich

5

■

UNITED STATES.

i
;

COMPANY

Gentlemen’s

1

5

*

following

=
«

©

»W«8. HI SUFIS, CLASS fAM,
FLUID, KSK08EVE Oil, *•.,

OF THB

Styles

IH

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

lat*

of

-AMD-

t i

National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus *600,000.

First Class

—

il
ii

mt

FULL STOCK

A

Latest

6 s

INSURANCE.

WHOLESALE DEALEKS

Custom House,

receiving the

READY-MADE

Cl
2

the

are daily
desirable styles

| |

1

JOHN W. PERKINS *
CO„

CLOTHS. OVERCOATIHGS,
Fancy Doeskins and Casstmeres.

$

—

BKOW\,

hand, and

rr* &

«
C

ofthe

on

and most

ALSO,

Insurance Co',.

Agent

Opposite

Have
mt

5 |

Eukuff lb,
PORTLAND, ME.,

IT ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OF LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE YEAR 1861. THAN
ANY

;

W ARREN SPARROW,

premium

j

C
rs

d6m

cor.

USB.

BUSINESS CARDS.

At 03 Middle Street,

K

E. K. HARDING, President,
E. C. HYDE, Secretary.

0*ce 74 Middle,

and upon which the premiums cease at the end often
years, whereby under any and all circumstatices the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design ot
the assured be attained, either in whole or in part. In
exact proportion to the amount of
paid.
No better evidence is needed of tne prosperity and
snocess of this Company than the fact shown by the
recently published official reports, viz: that

THE

Under this title the members of the church
and society of the Second Parish, have printed
the late Thanksgiving sermon by Dr. Cah-

FIRE

Life Polieiea not subject to Forfeitnre,

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
United States Government, 9100Bounty Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
in the U. 8. service.

tions.

Bath, July 8.1862.

In addition to all the various forms of Whole
Life, Short Term, Endowment and Annuity
policies which it issues, we invite special attention to
a new feature in Life Insurance introduced br thi*
Company some two years since, via: the issuiug of

Bounty Money, Back Pay,
And

Invest-

GARDINER St
Stt
lfj

For Females, Weakly Persons and Invalids.

DIRECTORS
Wm. Drummond, O. E. R. Patten,
Sam i I. Kubifson, E. K. Harding,
Arthur bewail,
J. P. Morse,
Lewis Blackmer,
*Mvid Patten,
S. A. Houghton,
o. C. Jameson.

Patten,
Oliver Moses,
M. F. Gannett,
J. H. McLellan,
Jas. F. Patten,

FIIYSICIANB'

FOR

exceeding
$ 10,000 in any One Risk*

John

WISE.

Or Choice Oporto (rrape,

they

profits being

divided among its members annually.

Fire and marine

The War—Ms Evils and their Compensa-

$200,000

SAMBUCI

BUSINESS CARPS.

PURE. AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

And that
are prepared to fiske insurance on the
mutual principle, agaiust marine risks, not

It is one of the Oldest. Safest and most Successful
Life Companies in the United States, and affords to
in the benefits of Life
persons wishing to participate
Insurance, advantages not excelled, and in some respects not equalled by any other iu this country.
Strict

SPEER'S

THE

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars

:

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notiee that their
! Capital Stock amounts to

Company
paid since its organization to
Widows, Orphans and Creditors of tho Assured,
of
upwards

N0 ±Q7

MEDICAL.

Marine Insurance Company.

has

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

Wednesday .Homing, December 24,1862.

saved from

BATH

Mutual Life Insurance.

ates

hall,
of

Rates of Advertisins

INSURANCE.

_INSURANCE.

cupy

Terms:

of Ihe year the

no

DECEMBER 24, 1862.

Coats,

Pants, Vests, Jackets,

Ladies'

Ridi&f

Cut. made and

Habits. A*.,

trimmed by

to

J. W. HATHAWAY,
Maine itat<r A$eni» Wnthingtnv, D

A. D. REEVES,
98

fortln^

EXCHANGE

August t. I'd!

•

Tailor,

STREET,

THE DAILY PRESS.

I have the honor to offer the following reasons for
muring the army of the l'otomac across tho Kappa,
haunock sooner than was anticipated by the Presiand for cross*
dent, Secretary of War and
ing at a point different from the one indicated to you
at our last meetingat the President's.

yoorself,

PORTLAND, MAIN®
-*

Wednesday Morning, December 24,1862.

|

_-

The Portland Daily Pregg hag the largeat
in
regular circulation of any daily paper
the city-

lie

against

his

own

as

and his control

by

follows:

trolling,organizing and executive minds within
democratic organization,—not the
the

often been under way

present
So, then, Burnside was not under pressure.
masses, by any means—were tilled with a dis- j
The whole movement was left in his own
loyal spirit, were exercised with deadly hatred j
hands, and lie acted without peremptory orof the administration, and were ready to barand, like a noble, whole-souled, magnanders,
advantfor
welfare
ter their country’s
party
imous chief as he is, lie says, I alone am reto
age, and to appeal to the basest prejudices
spontible ! All honor to Ambrose Everett
create party capital, that doubt must now be
Burnside! He dares act as lie thinks right;
our
achieved
by
a
success
Not
removed.
lie dares take the responsibiliny of his own
and rearms has called forth their admiration
he dares defend anti protect the injoicing, except it lias been accomplished by mistake;
nocent.
some commander whose fame they have sought
to mate tributary to their party aggrandizeThe W ar-—its Evils and their Compensament; not a defeat lias been suffered by other j
tions.
afforded
not
evidently
Commanders that lias
A SERMON BY 1IU.
spirit

moniac

with which

of Pope's repulse

news

they

at

Manassas.

It re-

men

averred, the administration was reduced to
the necessity of calling upon McClellan to

the natural

capital and to drive the invaders from
Maryland. Not a note of rejoicing was heard

rors we

save

but every reverse and every successful guerilla
raid, were magnified into the most convincing
proofs of tlie invincibility of the rebels, tlie
weakness of tlie government, and its inability

itself were worth
exhibition ol

It
to carry on the war to a successful issue.
has been only tlie successes of McClellan that
1

limn

n

urartti u

iii'il

rtf'

latent, unsuspected

from

Washington

Post of

Ey There

yesterday^

such

$2U0.—[Waterville
See

picking Sanibuci
Speer’s Wine. It is an admirable article,
and
first
the
families iu Paris,
hospital*,
by
London and New York, iu preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfaction.
dly

virtues of a
blinded

Review ot the Market,

Nate.—We wish it to be understood that our quotations represent price* of large lots from first hands,
unless otherwise stated, and that iu filling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.

The New York Times says of Mr-

ASHES.—Limited sale* continue to be made at our
late advanced price*, vix: 7J 2.8$ for both Pot* aud
Pearls.

Seward:

APPLES —Dried Apples are in very good demand
for shipping at a*yic for sliced and cored, and uncored 2 $,<*34 D lb. Prices for Green fruit continue
linn. :iu«t With an upward teinienry as the season advance*.
We quote Greening* and'Baldwin* SI 6o«
1 to i’ dm.
in*re are our
very lew sale*, nowever,
made for less than
76, and very choice fruit is held
at 1 75« 82 00 p bbl.

did Burnside have charge
became thick, indignant and

no

sooner

than

allegations
frequent, that he could not move because ot
the neglect of Quartermasters and other officials, to meet the pressing demands ol his army.
But he

moved,

and this put an

at

and there

he made a stand. When lie deemed it proper
to do so he crossed the river, and the results
we

need not

recapitulate.
impression sought to be
over the county?
that he was
cordially supported at head-quar-

But what was the

created all

warmly

and

By

ters?

no

means,—but that be

was

nn ptipiiiv

to an advance.
Sal^ of Choice
family continue to be made at 22«
and Canaria aiid Western Firkin 21d22t\
Country Ball I9.o£0c, aud Store 14a 16c p lb
BREAD.—There is a steadv fair
demand for
Pilot at Jfo 0**aJj 75. and Ship Bread 4 5*>a4 75, and
Crackers 3 60a83 75 p Lbl.

j

what is said about John C. Calhoun,
and thirty years of conspiracy for a
separation;
matter

BOX SHOOKS—Are dull at a decline, though the
shipments continue to bo quite large. Sales of Pine
have been marie during the past week at 55$. We
quote 55«*J0c. and Spruce 4»^60c. The demand is
very

no

matter about the

accepting

best

all

terms;
know, Jlrsl, that
there would have been no war If the slaveholders had not been checked in their career
toward universal, absolute, and
perpetual dominion; and we all know, secondly, that we
can have peace at any moment
by

judgment ! It will be remembered that
the Argus published an extract from a
private letter from an officer in Howard’s division, that “Burnside is crossing the river contrary to his own judgment.”
own

even

no

we

that

one

question, and allowing them

posite Fredericksburg,
glect to furnish the pontoon bridges ? In the
Advertiser yesterday morning, in a villanous
article, evidently in type and worked off before

EVE.\I.\ti

the contents of Burnside’s official report were
entitled “The Blunder of the War,”
the editor indulges in such flings and malig-

boasting, then ?—and yet
such a boast before?

CHEESE.—The market is steady and quiet at late
increased prices. Choice Vermont and Canada dairies are selling freely at 11^12c, aud Country 10$-^
11c, according to quality.
CANDLES.—Mould Candles remain Arm and unchanged at 13^a 14c, aud Sperm 32a36c p ft,.
CEMENT.—Trade is limited at this season, and
prices without fluctuation at 81 30 ^1 85 per cask.
COAL—Is very Arm with the prospect of an immediate advance.
Dealers continue to sell at retail
White Ash. Lehigh and Franklin at 89 00, and Cumberland 9 50d 810 00 p ton.

CORDAGE.—All kinds Cordage continue to sell
at our previous range of prices, which we continue
for Manilla Cordage 13d 181c. and Russia Hemp liu
(a 17. Russia Bolt rope l*>J-fil7$c. aud Manilla do 14a
*
15c p tb
DUCK .—No change of prices have been made

-TO TIIE-

PAPERS.

uur
ibst.
r* e
continue to quote
Portland No. 3. 90c, and No. 10 56c: Navy superior
No. 3 89c.and No 10, 56c. and Ravens 45c; 0.8.10oz
Tent 56c. and 12 ox. do. 66c p yard.
niicf ini' umi1

The
on

at

A

forthcoming Report
the

of the Committee
Conduct of the War on the Battle

Fredericksburg.

New Yoke, Dec. 23.
Philadelphia paper publishes an account

DRUGS.—The Drug market remains quiet, without
any change of importance to notice since the date of
our last Review.
Opium continue* firm and limited
sale* are made at 99 a.9 50. We continue to quote Borax S8@30c; and Rhutmrb 9200 o2 25.
Alconol 87 %
95c; Fluid 91 10 al 25, p gal..the latter price being
for pure.
Campheue reinaius very quiet, aud wo
quote nominally 92 90 p gal.
FRUIT.—The market for all kinds Fruit is quiet.
In our la*f we noticed some decline on Rain s, aud
continue to quote Bunch Box 94g415. aud Latere
: 4 12*. a4 25 p box. Citron continues him at 40a42c,
and Currents 14c. Lemons are selling at 92 76g8 00
p box. The market is abundantly supplied with
Cuba Oranges at this time, which arc wiling at 92%'
I 2 50 p hundred. Green Apples are more scarce, and
choice fruit lias an upward tendency.

lormcuming report ot the Committee
tlie Conduct of the War, from which it appears that Gen. Burnside’s original plan was
oi

nation ever did as much, or«ufTered as
much,
for the same cause ? Have we not reason for

known,

Depart-

BY TELEGRAPH

flow all the neighboring free territories 1 Of
course, therefore, all the sufferings and sacrifices of this war, however terrible, arc but evidence of national virtue and heroic self-denial
in the cause of liberty, of God aud
man; what

but for Halleck’s ne-

CREAM TARTAR.—Sab's of Pulverized continue
to be made in small lots for 3><^55c p tb, the latter
price being for pure Crystals.

_

to over-

UK'

on

to

who ever heard of

move

suddenly

to

Fredericksburg,

cross

there, open his base of supplies from A<juia

J. N.

Creek, and

Richmond. Jle
push rapidly
nant words as the following:
expected to get thirty or forty miles south be- [
His subsequent reccssary delay to cross the rivfore the rebels came up, and if he gave him
From the 20th Maine Regiment.
er, from the tardy supply of pontoon bridae material
battle, lelt perfectly confident of his ability to
—his crossing the river, nevertheless, w ith a certain
We
are permitted to publish the
crush them and drive them into their works
following
knowledge of the enemy’s prepaiatiou, in the mean
time, to receive him in front of their invincible breastat Richmond.
He was promised pontoon
extracts from a private letter, written on the
works, with a largely re-iulorced army to hold them—
bridges and supplies at Falmouth.' Gen. hum- i
battlefield of Fredericksburg, by an officer of
bis abortive attack upon those breast-works, and subFISH.—The market for all kinds Fish is quiet, esnor reached there, but found no
bridges or
sequent necessary retreat acioss the rivet; under
the Maine 30th.
the country demand, which lias been very
the stealthy cover of the night.
supplies. This was the'fatal omission that i pecially
limited for a few weeks past. The stock of dry fish
saved the rebel army und capital. It gave j is
Such events, conducted and occurring immediateFukocuicksbl’BG, Va., Dec. 15,1802.
for the season, price continue to rule
light
quite
them a delay of teu days, in which the heights
ly ou Hie removal of the most popular, aud from
On the morning of the 13th our brigade,
quiet aud unchanged.
aught appears to the contrary, the most able Generwere fortified.
Jackson
and
Hill
arFLOUR.—The
market is exceedingly
opposite
al in command—a Geueral who never yet lost a batwith the rest of the division, was ordered into
quiet and inactive; the demand is very limited, am) price* are
rived by forced marches, and every available
tle—on the score of iticompctency and' over-caution, 1
the
battle.
There
was
a
without
deal
of
any change to notice since our last. Stocks
good
cauuot but be regarded as a blunder that reflects
delay in rebel soldier iu Virginia reached Burnside’s are
and continue to be replenished from day to
the deepest disgrace upon the Administration at
crossing the river, for we liad but oue pontoon frout. At last our army was ready to move. d*y-large
Washington.
Several plans were projiosed. Gen. Burnside’s
GRAIN —Corn remains firm at *2«86c for Western
on tlie left, and one on the right.
We
bridge
For heroic daring against the dictates of common
Mixi-d. aud S4g*6c for Southern Yellow, aud dealers
was to carry the first line of rebel w orks
by
halted ncur the tight for an hour before we
are not anxious to urge sa’es at these prices.
sefse. aud against the most skilfully opposed
Oat*
storm, and ibeu follow them so rapidly that
dafeSers, yet excited iu obedience to tbe ciders of
continue
scarce and in brisk demand at 52%55c.
Rve
could cross. Ilere I saw tlie most
tbrilliug : they could not make a stand bchiud the others, remain* scarce and firm at 95g;l 00. Barley
superiors.
is sold
Thartt was the headlong work of mere politicians.
sight, thus far of the war to me. The enemy when they were to be driven by the reserves in small lot* at 80g,86e\ Prices lor Shorts are uominal at 922g24. and Fine Feed 925a27 p ton.
until forced to surrender. The plan was
blindly plunging the executive and his most incomhad an almost impregnable position in front,
ap- !
petent ai*d self-sufficient Sectetary or War. whom
GUNPOWDER.—We continue to quote Dupont’s
the leading generals, except Gen.
with several batleries raking tlie streets lead- | proved by
thdV most unfortunately control and subjugate to
and Oriental Co’s Rifle aud Sporting at 95 50a.7 25.
Hooker, who dissented, but agreed to Geu. ; and Blasting has recently advanced. We now
their radical policy, is scarcely a disputable fact.
|
out
of
tlie
town.
On
a
line nearly parallel
ing
llalleck, who had previously issued orders quote Bucklield Blasting 4) %5.
The spirit of bragadocio in which it was ordered to
1
that the rebels must be attacked. Geu.
with the rivt;r, our infantry were posted, exbe conducted, addf shame and icproach to the whole
HAY.—There is a continued active demand for
Meigs
is well ascertained, that it was the sole
It
throws the blame of the non-arrival of the
calamity.
shipping at advanced price*. We uow quote 14 a 917
to
a
cross
tire
of
and
posed
heavy
artillery
work of civilians in the Government, influenced by
p ton lor Pressed. Several vessels have just finished
but Geu. Hall-ck
pontoons on the
the advice and thieats of tadical abolitionists; and
musketry. The firing was terrific, tlie ene- says they are in engineers,
loading for New Orleans. Loose hay comes in slowly
no way responsible for any
that they, and uot the Genera!- in the field, are reaud sells at 916 g.16 60 p ton.
my’s shells exploding in tlie very streets details regarding the movements.
sponsible to the country and to the world for it.
HIDES AND SKINS.—We notice an advance on
th rough which we were to march.
We cannot but characterize this caiastrophe to the
Hides and Skins. Slaughter Hides are now quoted
boon tlie "forward" sounded and, on we
army aud to our cause, as blameworthy in the highThe
Enemy Largely Reinforced at Goulda6)«7jc, Green Salted 91 60«1 75 and Dry 1 2n«
est aegree ou the part of the administration at Wash180.
Calcutta Cow 190% 2 00, aud Calf-skins 11
boro— Communication between Gouldsboro
went.
We had not crossed the bridge before
in gtou. The nalum canned but be proud (f the army
and
cut
(a 13c.
off by Gen. Foster.
Wilmington
we got it at once.
I held my breatli and set
qf the Potomac, and of all its Generals—sa*e only
HOPS.—Wo
quote growth of 1862 at H@15e.
the General-iu-chief, Halleck, who was uot upon
New Yoke, Dec. 23.
my teeth together, determined not to show
IRON'.—All grade* are firm at recent advances.
the field.
The following are extracts from rebel pa- ! Cast
fear ii 1 could, by will,
it down. We
Steel i* now worth 22 a 24. German l!%16c. and
keep
We don't say the President ought to
went through several streets, crossed a railre-place Gen.
English Blistered do. 16% 17. aud Spring 9 a 10c.
j pers:
Xd'LELLATt: and yet we do say, in our judgm nt,
Common Iron is worth 8)a8}, Swede ♦Va'6t,*»id"5iorThe Raleigh State Journal of the 18th Inst.
road track, tbeii tiled to the
right along a rail
such au act would reflec more credit upon the Adwav 6jctT. English Sheet Iron is held at~5j %6j; Russtates
that
uiue
fence
!
and
which
was
two
tlie
batteries
than
first position assumed by
ministration
regiments
aught beside the resignation of Mr.
sia 1'ttW, aud imitation do 12J a 13c cash.
of
our forces.
there on Tuesday, and sevThe sight was horrid: men
Secretary Slautou could. Neither Halleck nor Standying I cralartillery arrived
LEAD.—Then* is hut little doing in Pig Lead at 9j
ton can easily or soon regain anv considerable degree
are on their way.
before
our eyes, ami fragments of bodies 'muthis
time
brigades
By
@9j. Lead Pipe aud Sheet Lead are selliug at 104 a
oftheuationalcoiitidei.ee'. < all it imbecility, or ill
the
force
iu and around Gouldsboro is sufficient
tilated
shells
about.
The
by
lojc
p m
lying
else
each
is
or
whatever
luck,
musketry to
you may,
degraded iu
battle if not capture the invaders.
and artillery firing was heavy here, and we
LI MBER —Sliijvpiug Lumber under a brisk dethe esteem of every sympathizing friend of the army.
mand
has advanced, aud sale*are uow made at 917%
The Examiner states the Conlederale forces
had to lie close, but we could not get cover sufHit obvious ignorance, or disregard of them all.
18 p M. ami No.l Pine, 93*5 pM.No. 2 934. and No. 3
at Gouldslioro on Wednesday to be about
nil luugri iiic j/vficient to save some ill our number from
ui<.i'ui|icivut<
being
924.
Dimension i* worth from 910% 11; ami
•ifciuu of gene mi-in-chief of the army of the Liihit. A few moments of surpense, and then
17,000, with reinforcements hourly urriviug SpruceSpruce
Shipping Boards 911 a 12, aud Hemlock 98«
ion, and next to th l*re*ideut, whatever inay have
and
Gen.
tile
Smith
is
Colouel
ordered
M.
me
10
as
to
have the men load j
expected.
p
Clapboards,Heart Extra are selling at 933;
represented
beeu cxjknmcU of him heretoiore. With nuch a <li*and fix bayonets. We dismounted then and
sanguine of success, and it is reported that j Cleardo 928a30; No. 1, 913a 15; Sap. Clear 988@25;
a*ter occurring under hi* immediate direction, the
do2ds
ami No. 1 9l'0<r]3. Spruce Extra are
92i*a,2l,
world might well demand hi* prompt surrender of all
Geu. Lee telegraphed him that he could spare j
sent our horses back, otherwise we could not
worth 912a.15, and No. 1 9l0g.ll. Shingles, Extra
further coaiinaud of the national troops.
him. if necessary, 30,000 men.
have escaped. Teu minutes longer, which
line are quoted at 93 fiOg.3 76, and Clear Pine 92 75
The railroad south of Gouldsboro has been
an hour, we waited, the men
@800. Laths, Pine are selling at 91 60 % 1 80, aud
standing toru
T*>e malignity of tlie attempt here made to seemed
in line; then the Colonel sprang into the
Spruce at 91 15 a 1 20 p M.
up lor some distance by the enemy, and
open
Stimulate indignation against Gen. Hallcck,
LIME.—New Rockland continueain steady active
all
communication
with
field in front, and shouted, "Forward!’’ I
is cut oil’.
Wilmington
demand, aud prices unchanged at 65o70c p cask.
Secretary Stanton, and the Administration gave myself into God's hands, and rushed
A later dispatch to the North Carolina Stanup
LEATHER.—Nearly all descriptions continue to
generally; to charge them with forcing Burn- a litle rise of ground and by an old brickyard, dard states that the enemy have disappeared advance.
>Ve now quote N. Y. light 28 u,3o, aud meuuiu suuiu ui tjuuiusinjiu.
and then we were in lor it. Words are inadeside into difficulties against his own judgment,
dium* and beam 3i«31, Slaughter 32o34, aud Amerto describe tlie scene nr sound,
ican Calfskins 75g85c.
quate
Tlie
and to encourage the demand for a recall of
Movements of our Generals.
men fell in squads, but we could not
LARD.—Has declined. We uow quote 101 g11c iu
stop. I
McClellan anil the restoration of a do-iTotliing
New York, Dee. 23.
bbls, and kegs loja'lljc.
remember that the sun was setting, nothing
The Herald's Washington dispatch says Gen.
METALS.—All kiud* Metals are very Ann at adpolicy, is too obvious to require a word from uwa,«jiv-vpi umv »vn> rumun^up ummown Ule
vanced once*. Large sizes Tins continue very scarce
Burnside left here to-day to return to the
line urging the men on. At lust we reached a
us to render it more apparent.
of
tile
little garden, passed it and dropped down on
Headquarters
army of the Potomac,
IX 815 750.816, ami Coke 811 75a 12, ami very firm
In keeping with all this is the recent moveour luces behind a little slope
at the increased prices, ltnnca in worth 40o41c cash,
com|>urulivuly opposite Fredericksburg.
ment of the New York City Democracy, headand Straits 371 «■ 4oc. Sheet Mosselmauu Zinc we
Gen. Wadsworth has been assigned to the
sale. Just at dusk our regiment took position
command of the second division of Gen. Sum- i now quote llj^l2c.
ed by such men as O'Donohue and James
in advance of the brigade on the east of tin.MOLASSES.—The market in dull and inactive,
ner’s corps. He leaves to-day for the held of
hill. This position we held uutil last uight at
Brooks—curious coalition—an Irishman and
and prices have undergone some decline with the jobhis operations.
II o’clock. That night we slept on the Held,
hem, the prevailing pnc**s being now 33o3f> tor Cuba
the high priest of Kuow-Nothiuism—to take
Gen. Fremont left yesterday for St. Louis.
the dead and dying about us,
us in
Clayed, and 23 <£80 tor Tart, ana 352.30c for Muscoadvantage of the disaster to our arms for the fact. It was a dismal, terrible touching
vado. ami 3^«4o for Cieiiftiegos and Trinidad. Imnight.
still entertain a firm feeling, and are holding
porters
No
basest political effect. Before the
Rebel
in
the
Rear
of
Burnside.
Troops
Sunday morning dawned beautiful. As
groans of
at about our previous iiuotatious. There have been
*
*
*
soon as light the
Stafford Court House, Dec. 22.
the wounded had died upon the ear, they sumno sab's from first hand.-at our reduced figures to our
enemy begin again.
A sudden in'erruptiou makes me close abScouting parties have visited Breutvilie, knowledge. The demand for the Sugar House has
moned a party tribunal, to blow a
ceased for the present, as they discontinued boiling
party blast
ruptly. The enemy are shelling the town and Catlett's Station and down to the Rappahan- some
and to manufacture party capi‘al out of the
days since. Portland Syrup has been reduced
nock at Kelleysville, without meeting any
our regiment goes into Hue.
It is reported
iti price. We now quote hluls25caud bbl*27c l? gal.
bodies of rebel cavalry in the intervening
that on r Division is to hold the town. * * *
groans of the dying, tlie miseries of the
NAVAL
is firm at 2 80<£
STORES.—Turpentine
Another delay gives me time to write a little
country. At Kelleysville some llring across
2 86 \* gul.
Price* for lar. l*itch and Rosin are
wounded, and tlie reverses of our army! In
the river took place with rebel pickets, withAll day yesterday—Sunday—we held
more.
steady. Stockholm Tar is selling for $13 p brl.
our judgment, no traitor—not even Jeff. Davis
out harm to either party.
our position. It was impossible to send into
oNIoNS continue very scarce in this market the
himself-—ever more richly deserved the rope
stock not iM'ing sufficient to
There Ls nothing from the front.
town, or to receive any help, lor between us
supply the demand, and
prices have again advanced, and we now quote 83 37
than the creatures who can descend to sueli
and the city was a broad plateau to cross
50
or
81
30«1
bbl,
33
|>
2.3
t> bushel.
Two Squadrons of Gen. Banks’ Expedition
which was certain death. At about 11, the
means to build up a party organization at the
OILS.—Kerosene Oil is quiet and inactive and
Passed
West.
Key
some
in
skirmishers
on
our
Hank
enemy got
prices have declined. Several lots have been offeriag
expense of their country’s honor.
and killed and wounded some of our men.—
at 75c without
New York, Dec. 23.
purchasers during the week. The ComBut upon all such treason hatching scounThe Colonel had a breastwork
pany reduced their pirc'M* last evening, and are now
Two
of
the
Banks
of
are
squadrons
put up
Expedition
logs,
their
Oils
at 70c for large lots. 72 j in 5 bbl
lie behaved splendidly, so did Lieut. Colonel
drelisin the official report of Geu. Burnside
reported to have passed Key West—one of offering
lots, and 75c for single bbls. The prices for Linseed
Chamberlain.
six steamers on the tllli inst., and the other of
and Whale Oils are vej-y firm. Sperm Winter lias
has fallen with’ tlie weight of rifle cannon shot,
At night we were relieved and came into
advanced, ami wo now quote 82 08a2 10 \* gallon.
seven steamers on the ldtb, all loaded with
demolishing their infernal schemes at a single town. It was a
Bank and Shun1 Ki-h Oils have advanced, ami we
sight worthy of the Fronch troops.
now quote Bank ami Bav 920»29, and Short* 824 «26
dash of his pen. If the reverses at FredericksRevolution. Bivouacs in the street, artillery
lb bbl.
Death of Benator Pearos of Maryland.
burg have served to develop treason at tlie moving up and down, ami all the noise and
PAINTS.—All kinds Paints are tlriii at recent advanced price*.
Baltimore. Dec. 22.
American Zinc is now worth SH«)
North to be so easily counterworked, tlie ter- 1 confusion of an army. As near as we can
our loss is 18 killed, Zi wounded, 7 miss*
t rench do 1
Uon.
James
A.
judge
8j.
10j; and Boston and Portland
Pearce, United btales bena- Leadami
rible sacrifices there have not been wholly In
89 75, and Lcwm Lead 810 ^10 60.
We notice
iug, probably dead. None of the officers were tor from Maryland, died at Charlestown on an
advance on both Coach and Damar Varnishes.aud
vain. He says to Gen. Halleck:
,
hurt.
Saturday, aged Ilfty-eix.
quote Damar 83 60®4 00, and Coach 83 25g5 00.
oil

to

|

a

mo

aiin

o|&6j.

j

Alexandria; 16th.
alwirmn, l.riodU; Boaton; 17th, H L Orc»tt, UopIna, Key M eat
.sld lath, ahip Otla Norcroaa, Emeraon Llvemoo!
Liverpool,
1 ■ kea 1.000,nOu feet aprnee deala.
OtJl'LDSBtlRO—Ar 17th, ach Uyantba,
Coombe,
1 nd Dictator, Brown, Boaton.
Bid 17tli, ach Bello, Fuaa, Boaton.
1

1

irst Examination at

FOR BIOX PORTS.
Notice.—The Annual

ial

Meeting of the

Portland

Society

its Hall

Congress street, Wednesday. Dec. 17, at
11. W. BRYANT,
Decl4—td
Recording Sec’y.

of Natural

History

Ar at Leghorn »th ult, ahip Hoaghton,
Percy, Bn
aeiioe, to load for Boston.
At t.ibraltar X7th ult. ahip
Bpnrk the Ocean. Kin'ey, from Cardiff for Leghorn, leaky, and with lose
If sail,; bark Nellie, Bimpeou. for New
York, wtg
or wind
brig Thne Wright. Bernard, from New
I ork. (cld Mil for Malta); Sarah
Hnmball. fm
Flagg,
rarragona for New York.
At Grimaby, E, lit inat,
ahip Saratoga. Mathiaa.

will he held at

on

5 P.M.

j

Physician and Scrokon.—H. A. LAMB, M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
Portland, Me.
Particular attention paid to Snrgery, including
liseascs ol the eye and

llj

SPICES.—The Spice market continues to rulo quiet, with moderate sales at former rates, which continue \erv firm with an upward tendency for all
kinds.
continue to have an advancing ten-

(

*

Spec

are

SALT.—There is a brisk demand for country trade
There has been no arrival
at previous quotations
si ce the date of our last. We continue to quote
Fine Ground table and butter Salt 22c in Sacks
and Boxes.

13th, brig Abner Taylor, Tapley, Boaton; «ch
New York.
Ar 19th. wha Bar State. VerrOI, New York: Ravn, < oomb*. Boston.
Bid 12th. -ctallamor. HiRgin..
Ar

lay flower, Kent,

office.$200
£ach subsequent sittingat office,.60
Jity Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
£achsubsequent visit at residence,. 100
August 16, 1962.—tf
■

10wile—transaction* light.

13},

give notice that he ha
be found at his Hoorn,

lim.

SUGARS.—The general dullness noticed in our
last confine* to prevail the market, and prices have
a declining tendency.
We now quote Muscovado
lOi^llc, Havana Brown 10Jcrl2c, and White 12) cy
a
New Orleans
13). ami Crushed. Granulated
Portland Sugar* have
aud Powdered, at 13£& 14c.
further declined. The factory prices now are for A
9, A A 9j, and yellow 9)c.

fpairing, nearly r.-a<ly.
Sailed from

Bueno. Avrea
prer to Bent J7th, ahip
ohu suear Booker, tor
England; Matilda, Nichols,
C alfao, in ballast.
At Montevideo Oct 17tb,
brig Keataeky, Carver,
Yom New York.
Sld fm Rio Janeiro 3d alt. brig Brothers. Brooks,
or Buenos Ayres; 6th. sch Amr
Chaw, Smith, for
llouteveido.
Ar at Havana 7th inst. ship Arlington. Craston
Portland; bark K H Perkins. Lancaster. Frankfort
1th. brigs Forest State, Harriman, Portland: 10th
Wcuonah, Dow. do.
Ar llth. ship Ocean Ranger, Avert II. New
York;
)rigs Proteus, Gian, fm do; S P Brown, Hammond,
or

aug7—d6m

ear.

LOCKE & KIMBALL, Dentibtb, No. 117
Middle Street, Portland. Me.
augl6— ly
Dub.

j

BROKERS’ BOARD.
Stocks.—Boston, Dec. 23.1862.
3.000 UuitedStates Coupon Sixes(1881i.1031
I 18.000 .do.108
:
1.000 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes. .102
1.500 .do.1021
8.000 .do.102
1.500 .do
10M
6.000 U\ S. Treasury Sixes. 2 years.12#
5.000 U.8. Certificates of Indebtedness, (Nov)... 96
! 10.000 .do.
96
20.000 .do. 96
4.000 American Cold.1821
I 8.000 .do.132
118.do.1821
j
15 Boston and Maine Railroad.122
10 Portland. Saco aud Portsmouth RR .H0{
!

Sale

or

Newport.

Ar 13th, bark John Aviles, Hutchinson, Boston;
irtg-S P Smith, New York.
Sld 9th. brig Mary Alvina. Ames, New York; s(h
dency.
kdele. Snow. Boston; llth, brig Mechanic. Johnson,
SOAP.—The factory prices now are for Leathc k
Portland; 12th. brigs W A Dresser. Smith. N York;
Core's Extra 94c. Family 8f,aud No. 1 7J. Chemical
I * H Crowley. Drisko, Portland: John Pierce.Norolive 9, aud Soda 10c. Other Soaps are firm at inton. Cardenas; 13th, Jessie Uhynas. Smith, for Newcreased pries.
[>ort.
TEAS.—The market continues quiet and firm, with
Cld 10th. brig II G Berry. Auld. for New Orleans;
moderate sale* of tine Oolong* at 6o«.70c; and Choice
llth. bark Talavera. Meritnew, Boston.
do. 73s7Hc; Souchong, Aukoi, aud lower grades 60
In port ltth inst, barks J Payson, Terry, for Vera
ti55c p lt>.
Cruz; Aberdeen, Cochran, and Abbvla. Chandler,
unc: brigs Ocean Wave, Partridge, for New York;
TOBACCO.—The market rule* exceedingly quiet,
Caroline Bddv, Pomeroy, for New Orleans; B Dunand prices have a drooping teudency, a* speculator*
have been urgent to realize in mauy instance*, and
ning. Wl Chester, for VeraCruz; Kennebec. Blair,
HARRIED.
Hattie E Wheeler, Pinkham
have forced stocks upon the market at some decline. j
H B Emery. Perkins,
and Darien. Ileury. unc: sch* Elizabeth Russell,TayThe best judges in this aud other markets are how*
In Belfast. Dec lnth. Sharon W. Kendall and Miss
ever confident of an improved market bv the 1st of »
lor, New Orleans; C A Farnsworth. Hodadoa; FanHarriet Cross, both of Morrill.
nie, Vance: .Snowdrift. Whitman; J W Maitland,
January, and are bolding their stock* with unabated
In Surry, Dec loth, John II. Jarvis and Miss Emefirmness.
Horton; Rising Son. Williams. James O’Donohue.
tine T. Barret, both of 8.
Conev: Medorm. Chase; Ocean Ranger, Lewis, aad
FREIGHTS.—Tonnage has been offering freely,
In Blddeford. Dec 18th, Thomas H. Lord and Mrs.
Dolphin. Tyler, unc. aad the above arrivals.
and the engagements have been quite large,and cliiefAr at Matanzaa 4th inst, brig Harriet. Titcomb, Bn
Lydia A. Carvel, both of Lvman.
Iv at decliuiug rates, especially towards the close of
In Biddeford. Dec 13th, John U. Smith and Miss i Portland, (and sld llth on return); 7th. bnrk
the week. The engagements for the week have been
SharpsElizabetn A. Libby, both of B
burg, Randall,Searsport; brig Ambrose Light,Stabl,
the bark Ocean Home, for Havana, at 30c for box
|
Philadelphia.
shook*; bark Jessie Nichols, to load 1m>x shook* at 1
Ar llth. bark Jane M Thurston, Gilkey. (Vom New
Wiscassct for Cardenas, at 35c; brig Martha Wash- !
DIED.
Y’ork; brigs M E Milllken, Norton. Boston; 12th,
iugtou, for box shook* to Matanza*. at 30c; aud new
J D Lincoln. Stover. Portland; Rio Grande. Greenbrig Minnie Tranh to same port, at 27)c for box
leaf. do; sch John N GrHBn. Foster, do.
shook* out. and 92.00 p lihd lor molasses to return;
In this city, Dec 23d. Alice Louise, only daughter
Ar at Cardenas 3d lost, brig Baron de Castinc. fm
new brig Hattie S. Emery taken
of James E. and Mary E. Haseltiue, aged*2 years 21
up for three voyages
Bangor; sch Snowsnuall. Shepherd. Portland: 9th.
to port* north side Cuba.'at 93.75 tor molasses: a new
dav«
brigs Henry Means. Means. Boston; William*Mary,
hark takeu up on the stocks for port north side at 32c
tJTFnneral to-day, (Wednesday) at 3 o'clock P.M,
Norton, New York; sch Kate Walker. Gulliver, fm
tor box shook*; aud a British brig at 30c; brig P. K.
from No. 711 Brackett street.
Bangor.
Curtis out to port north side aud return, at 93.50 for
In this city, Dec 21st, Mr. Beujamin Radford, aged
Ar at Cieufbego* 6th inst, G rev hound. Pierce, fm
to
molasses; brig P Larrabee.
north side, at 30c;
87 years 9 mouths.
New Y’ork ; 9th. bark Almoner, Lampher, do
bark St. Jago to Havana, at 25c; hark Winslow, for 1
fu Bath. Dec. 22d, Mrs Elizabeth Hunt, aged 90
Sld
1st. brig Josie Gilkey. Gilkey. Philadelphia.
at
45c
for
hhd
shook*, and 2f>c for boxes;
Matauzas.
years: t.eorge H., son of Mr. Randall Church, aged
Sailed from Sagua28th ult, brig Ortolan, Lord, for
sehs F. A. Heath, and llaunie * Vest brook, and brigs
about 7 years.
Portland,
D. B. Doanc aud Thos. Connor, to ports uorth side,
In Chelsea, Mass., Dec 19tli, Capt. John Chase, of
Ar at Bermuda 8th inst, brig J Freeman, Crowell,
and brigs G. W. Barter, for Sagua. and Florence, for
Bath, aged 59 years.
New York.
Matan/as. and sell \V. 8. Loud, for do., all get 83 50
In Eoen. Dec 9th, Mrs Mercy lliggins. aged 97 yrs.
Ar at Pictou 6th Inst, sch Maria Neal. Bartlett, fm
for molasses; brig Urana, for Ponce, P. K get* 93.50
In Hancock, Dec 5th, Mr. fltomuel Strattan, aged
Pembroke.
for molasses, and 40c for sugar; sell Campbell, for
71 vears.
Ar at St John NB, 19th inst, bark Atlas, Knowles,
Trinidad and return to Portland, gi ts 93.75 for mofn Fairfield, Dec 11th, Mrs. Anna Atwood, wife of
Boston.
lasses, and 42c for sugar: hark LaCigucna, to port
Robert Atwood, aged 87 years; 14th, Mr. Robert
uorth side, at 89
Atwood, uged 83 years—both of luug fever.
per M for board*.
•POKBJV*
There i* a freight in the market for Dublin or th©
Nov 80.1 at 40 38. lou 56 40. bark Faith, tnm New
Clyde at 75s. order* when loaded. Also a freight for
Y'ork
for
Bordeaux.
Vera Cruz to load lumber at 812 p 31
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Nutmegs

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

SPECIAL
Instruction

on thf.

desirous of

obtaining

Piano,

find

can

Federal street.

a

a

WESTERN—Arrives at 12.49 aud 71 P. II.

Closes at
7.45 A. M. and 1.30 P M
EASTERN—Arrive* at 1.60 P. 51. Closes at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAI!.—Arrives from Ksstport 5fe.,St
Jolui NB and the British Provinces.Tuesday mornmornings. Closes Thursday at 4 I*. 51.
EUROPE—Plows every Saturday at 1.30 1*. M
Plows at 12 M.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.60 P 51
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. M. Close at
9 P. M.
IJT-Otfice opeu daily (Sundays excepted) trom 8
A. M. to 9 P. 51. On Sundavs, from 81 to 9$ A. M.

NOTICES.
Piano-forte.—All who

knowledge of

the

use

are

of the

competent instructress at No. 99

Terms moderate.

dec28

Girrs

Holiday

at

Cost.—Mrs. H. M.

Wheeler,

cloaing business, offers her entire stock*
consisting of useful aud fancy articles, AT COST,
among which may be found a great variety of Games

desirous of

77 Free
Dec. 22d.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

EQUESTRIANS ATTEND,

STEAMER

Street.

FROM

FOR

I

“Riding AcademySouth

....

Borussia.Southampton..New
Etna

York. .Dec 17
.Liverpool.New York.. .Dec 17
Dec 18
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Portland
Persia.Liverpool.New York Dec 29
City of Baltimore. Liverpool
...New York.
Dec 24
Africa.Liverpool.New York ..Dec27
iiaiuiuouia.Southampton New York.. Dec 31

DENTIFUICK

KNOWN.

TO DEPART.

The public have long been in want of some convenient, safe aud beneficial dentifrice which could be
relied on as having a
the teeth and gums.

Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec
Norwegian.Portland.. Liverpool.Dec
Edhiburg.New York.. Liverpool.Dec

healthy and preserving

effect on
Hundreds of worthless preparations have already been offered as such in the forms
of powder, pastes aud liquids, when a trial has
ouly

proved them injurious to the enamel of the teeth,
else too inconvenient and

unpleasant

for

daily

Bavaria.New York
Scotia.New York.
Glasgow. New York

use,
The

I

combination,

>

every ingredient of which is known to have a beneficial influence on the teeth and gums,
imparting a de-

AT thi abotr

Loan of the City of Portland.

24

Cmr or Portland,
I
TYeaturer'g Office, iJtetmbcr 23. 1883. f
will be received at this office until
Saturday, January 3d, 1863, at 3 o'clock P. X.,
Tor the purchase of Bonds issued by the City of Portland. for municipal purposes, to tbe amount of

PROPOSALS

NEWS.

Forty-Eight
8 J.

Taes4ay.
ARRIVED.
Russian.
Toothaker,
Brig
Philadelphia.
Brig Ashler. Thestrup. Boston
Sch Kate Aubrey. Tarbox. York.
Steamer Detroit,' Robinson, from Detroit for New
York.
Steamer
Steamer

Hunt.
Brig Vineland, (Br) Britton. Matanras, by E Chur*
chill k Co.
Sch Exerupler, (Br) Davidson, ilmnsport NS.
To-morrow
will be closed.

being Christmas,the Custom House

Ephraim

Ships Ina Russell. 1810 tons, has been sold at Lonclou for £5575; Ocean Romp. 1000 tons, for £3500;
Tornado. 1300 tons, tor £12.750; Frank llavnie. 1100
tous, for £0800; llorirou. 1650 tous, at £9600, loaded

:

and ready for sea.
The All bark N M Haven, 444 tons, built at Pembroke iu 1862, has been sold to parries in New York
for about 923,000. to go uuder the British flag aud to
be called the ••Queensland.’*

DISASTERS.
of the Lakes, Thornton, from
lor Portland, which struck on Brazil Bocks
NS, on the 16th. was picked up 6 miles off Cape .Sable,
with her after coinpartuieut full of water. Six meu !
were put on board, who are taking her to Halifax.
The crew have arrived at Weymouth NS.
Ship Kossutli. which arrived at Bneuos Ayres from !
Bordeaux, was very badly strained iu the gale of the
Stki and 9th. and otherw ise damaged; alter a survev,
she was condemned aud ordered to be sold.
The K
hailed from Bath and was owueU by A U Page, A D
Fisher. Win M Reed, aud others.
Brig Penobscot, of and from Bangor for Curacoa.
with lumber, was wrecked in a hurricane ou the 15th
of Oct. iu lat 37, Ion 53. She was thrown on her
beam ends, and tier ma.-ts were cut away, when she
righted with the los« of most of her spars and sails,
uud with eight teet of water in her hold
The officers
and crew were taken off Nov 21, by brig Imogene,
aud lauded at Marseilles. The Penobscot was a good
vessel, of 230 tons,and owned by Messrs Stetson k Co
of Bangor.
Ship Spark the Ocean, from Cardiff for Leghorn,
put into Gibraltar 26th ult, leakey and with loss of
sails.
The Br

Liverpool

i

Trial Bottles and Testimonials obtained gratis of
H. II. HAY, Agent.
Junction of Frecaud Middle streets, Portland.

ship Queen

>

decl9*6t
Deapxebs Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will beat
the Preble House for one week.
A remarkable case of deafness cured in twenty four
hours

healed, and

a cure

Charyes moderate.
BROWN,
Arch St., Philadelphia.

warranted.

MKS.M.G.

Nov. 18—tf

410

A Good Spring Bed has become au almost indispensablc article, not ouly of comfort and necessity,
with every

family, whilo the united testimony of
Physicians
placed their liealthftiluess beyond

Portland.
PHILADELPHIA

Ginn. Portsmouth Nit.
ELIZA BETH POKT-Cld 18th, sch Rio. Fairbanks,
for Salem.
NEW YORK—ArDtb. bark C W Puultney, Johnson, Belfast 1; schs Williamin Arthur, Haskell, from
Philadelphia for Portland: George, Haskell, from
Elizabctliport for New Loudon.
Ar 22d.
West Poiut, Child. Liverpool; Clarisa Currier, Flituer, do: Excelsior. Swift, do: Hemisdo;
Kobena, Martin. Glasgow; EW
j phere, Taylor,
Stetson, (new) Reed, fm l>amariscotta, barks Mercy
Ellen. Griffin, Angostura: Frank A Page, (new) L’pton, Cuerryfield.
[By tel.] Ar23d. ships Robt Cushman, ftu Havre;
Westfield, from Liverpool; Victory, An do: Jos Gilchrist. fm London; barks Highlander, fin Bristol E;
P C Alexander, fm Vera Cruz; D C Murray, fm New
I Orleans; Lizzie Rice, do; Isabella Robinson.
Sagua;
brigs Yankee Blade, fm New Orleans; C R Allen, fm

Reporter.

ships

j

question.

No invalid should be without one.
As an evidence of the superiorty of

COREY’S “PREBLE” SPRING BED
others, is the fact that the demand for this

Spriug

Bed is

quadruple that

October 1, lHtSS.

of any other kind.

examine

Mrs. Foy'» Patent Corset Skirt Supporter,
which is a new and very desirable article. It is a

Corset, Skirt-Supporter and Bishop combined. Lausing it need no other of either.
Price 91.25, which is cheaper than the Corset aloue,
am! serves the wearer as both. For sale ouly by
II. C. LOVELL it SON, Agents,
dies am! Misses

novll edtf

12*1 Middle Street.

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSLAH HEALD, No.241 Con.
Street, first door east of 1st Parish Chnrch
Portland, Me.
augTdly

gross

1

tf

SOMETHING NEW.—Please call and

—

I

»>

nrisou

.xuhuiv iiii

Splendid

TOYS!

S. H. COLESWORTHY’S,
No. 92 Exchange Street.
—ALSO—

PHOTOGRAPH
a

ALBIUS,

large assortment of

Gift Book* and

Fancy Article*,

—roa-

Chrintmati* New Year’s Presents.
deett 3w

1

NEWYORXAHD VIRGINIA
I

OYSTERS,
Cooked in the beat

manner,

at the

RESTAURANT.
Meals at all hours, cooked to order.

ALBION

-ALSO-

ENGLISH ALE
Rear

ornanu

ON DRAUGHT.

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,

U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland.

dcc23 3m

NEWPORT—la pert 2otli, sch* Falla-. rendleton,
Rockland tor New York: Hiawatha. Ingraham, do
fordo; Fred Dyer, Shut©, fYu Portland for Fortress
Monroe: Ait|uiza. Long, Tliomastou for Baltimore;
White Sea,done**, Portland for New York; Isaac Cohen llertz, Spear, fin Itockland fordo; L W Pierce,
Lord. Portland for do; Texas, Orr. do Tor New Haven: H Baker. Webber, do for New York.
NF.W BKDFoRIt—Ar 21st, brig Alexa Milliken.
Fisli. Port Royal SC.
SALEM—Ar 18th, sch Constitution, Nash, fhi Millbridge for New York, (aud sailed 21st.)
Ar 19th, schs Shenandoah, Nash, fm Millbridge for
Providence, tami sld 21st); Rachel Beals. Curtis, 1m
Bath for New York, (and sailed 21st )
BOSTON—Ar 22d, sch Edwin Reed. CiOodspeed,

AXBROTYPE PICTURE*.
have

Jn*t received auother freeh lot of these

WE tHAUtiful

Glass Ploturee.
Price* range from 36 cent* to

S6.00.

f^^Call aud examine, whether yon want to buy
or

not.

They are Ju*t

Philadelphia.
Bark J C

Nickels, and brigs M E Thompson, A J
Dyer, Russian, and Sea Foam, acre below Friday
tiiglit. but line not been iu sight siuce, probably having been driven olf by the gale.
Cld 22d. sell Jerusha Baker. Rarkerick. Portland.
Cld 28*1. brig Shibl>oleth. Morton. Barhadoe-; sells
31 ary Ke.ley. Reed. Cieuthegos; Erie. Elliot. Calais;
Express. Sears. New York.
JJCCK.SPORT—Ar llth. brig Cayenne, ('ook, from
Boston; schs Hannibal, Wentworth, aud Cauima,
French, do.
Ar 12tb, schs Madonna, Coombs, Boston.

and

TO PLEASE THE G1KLS AND ROTS,

and

Ar 20th, brig Josie Gilkey,
Uilkev, Cienfuego*.
Ar2l«t. sch Czar, Hammond. Pictou.
( Id 2*»tli. brigs AlUtou, Sawyer. Port RovaFSC; !

has

overall

IS"eAV

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sch ( B Jones, Freeman.

ami

nour* alter nor nist application I could hear
every
voice in the house. I can now staud in the cellar and
hear the clock tick in the parlor. Grate Ail to God
for his great deliverance, I heartily commend her
mode of treatment to ail who suffer as I have doue.”
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,

C umberland m., December 30,1801.
execution, and unless previously redeemed, will be sold at public auction, at the
Post Ofkee at liray Corner, on Saturday the thirtyfirst day of January, A. D. 1863. at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, all the right in equity which Chariea Strout
has to redeem the following described real estate situated in Raymond in said C'ouBty. aud bounded and
described as follows, via: three parcels ofland which
uow comprise said Strout's homestead farm, together with tne buildings thereon; said parcei* ofland
are situated in lot No. 8 in tbe 11th range of Iota in
the town of Raymond, and fully described iu a deed
of
Browne to Charles S trout, dated March
11. 1*44—said real estate being subject to a mortgage
to Ephraim Browne for 8G0f> and interest from Scot.
29. A. D. 1859. Also one other lot in said tow a of
Raymond, bounded a* follows, vis: beginning at tbe
southeast corner of Sarah Tenney's land by Little
Rattlesnake Pond; thence running northwest on
the line of said Tenney’s land to land occupied br
< harles Davis; thence running southwest on said
Davis* line; tbeucc southeast on Dnvis' line and Mosi's Duran ? to Little Rattlesnake Pond; thence east
on the aforesaid pond to the first bounds—containing
forty acres more or less- being tbe same described in
deed recorded in tbe Registry of Deeds for said
County, book 296. page 372; said real estate being
subject to a mortgage to William 8. Douglas for 83U3
and interest from Dec 8, 1859.
Said mortgage was
assigned to Ephraim Browne Aug 31, 1861—recorded
in book 312, page 99.
27 w3w
KL'Fl’S BERRY. Deputy Sheriff.
on

TAKEN

CLEARED.

per bottle.
Druggists every where.

the Preble House amt made arrangements for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24

Dollars,

ShortIT* Male.

Montreal, Prince, Boston.
Lcwistou, Knight, Boston.

Bark Sam’l Shepherd, Jewett. Havana, by J k D
Lord.
Bark Ionic, Hutchinson, Cardenas, by Phinney k
Jackson.
ling roung Kepuoiic, ljodv, Laments, Dy Geos

cents

to

Thousand

yBAaa’time, at the rate of interest of
Kivb Pbr Crnt. per annum. The Bonds will be
dated Jatiaary 1st. 1863. and ksneth hi sums of 3803
and 31000. with semi-annual oowpons. both payable
in Portlaud. sud purchasers will he required to pay
the accrued interest till their payments for the same.
de-24 edrjau3
HENRY P. LORD.Treasurer
on twenty

language*.

I went

35.

The programme will comprise Singing, Declamation*. Dialogue*. Tableaux, he., he.
Admission 15 cents, or two tickets 36 cents.
For particulars see small bills.
dec34 3t

Morn’g 1.08 | Even'g 1.26

Dec caster

The 80Z0D0XT is put up iu bottles, each of which
is inclosed iu a neat box, on which are labels, and directions iuside, iu Euglish, French, Spauish and Ger-

urday

hall,

EveBiHf, DeceHber

Or Tharsday

PORT OF PORTLAND.

G. C. Goodwin A co., II and 12 Marshall street.
M. 8. Burk A co., 26 Tremont street.
Weeks A Potter, 170 Washington street.
Jno. Wilson, Jr. A co.. 138 Washington at.
8. M. Colcokd A co., 86 Hanover street.
Carter, Rust A co 45 Hanover street.
Jno. I. Brown A 8on. 425and996 Washingtonst.
Orlando Tompkins, 271 Washington street.
Chuuch, Choatk A co.. 881 Washington st.
Joseph T. Brown, 292 Washington street.
William Brow n, 547 Washington street.
Frederick Brown, 68 Washington street.
A G. Wilbor, 746 Washington street.
G. D. Down. 526 Washington street.
Octavius Kino, 664 Washington street.
Charles II. Call, 939 Washington street.
Benj. Gilpatrick. Jr., 823 Washington street.
P. AvnilUSk VllI'Ml KH7 W'luliiinrtnu
Mauris k Chapman. 130 Fremont street.
W. D. Atkinson. .Iu., 186 Fremont street.
W. It. IIioinrothom. 63 Fremont street.
Sylvester Almy.64 Fremont street
ICh'kkk k Hakrktt, 232 Fremont street.
K. M. Skinner. 27 Fremont street.
Francis T. Church, cor. Court anil Howardsts.
H. A I BOATS, 1 I.even* House.
Alexander It. Wilbok. 1631 curt street.
Z. 8. Sampson, cor. Court and Hauover streets.
Ellis F. Miller, cor. Hauover and Luioo sts.
tiKAXViLLEM.CLAUK.cor. Hanover and .Salem sts.
Jab. Folsom. 238 Shaw unit avenue.
Leopard It a bo, 33 Borlstoti street.
Jab. A. Gleebox. 77 llarrisou avenue.
I. Bartlett Pattex, 27 Harrison avenue.
A. Littlkkld, under Cuited States Hotel.

by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor ou the E e
Ear,and proprietorof Poor Kiehard's Eve Water.
“I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Portland, give this certiiieate, to certify that I have been
deaf from a child, aud for twelve years past have
been quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of
dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Sat-

lp:vee i

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

know its merits:
We, the undersigned, Druggists and Apothecaries
Boston, most cheerlullv testily that we have sold
lor some time pa*t the dentifrice known as VAN BU8KIRK'8 SOZODONT, aud tfud it gives entire satisfaction to our customers; and we believe it to be
what its title indicates, ‘A Preserver of the Teeth”—
an elegant toilet article, well worthy the encomiums
it has received iu New York, Boston, aud other large
*
cities:

Sold by

THE

mouth.

MARINE

LEVEE!

Teacher* and Scholars connected with the
Sabbath scho I of the Spiritual Association,
and others, will hold a

CALIFORNIA—Steamers.carry-

|

tt

LANCASTER HALL.

.....

ing Mails for Aspiuwall, Panama, aud California,
leave New York ou the 1st, 11th, aud 21st of each

Rises.. .7.27 i Sets.. 4 32

eqneetmaahip on

CHRISTMAS

Hamburg.Dec 27

XVednesday.December
SUN.
HIGH WATER.
|

in

A grand
party ride, and aorae dbptav of Hone
Training will come off in tbe evening. Tbe 8cbool
will be open day and evening daring the winter, and
private pertie. can he accommodated at any time by
making application to tbe proprietor.
i. W. K0BIN909, luitructor and Proprietor.

Liverpool

PANAMA AND

campaign

Thursday, December tMk.

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
rega
lar lines. The steamers for or from
calf a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a

of

Price 6«»

tbe winter

mence

Londonderry.

lightfully refreshing taste and feeling to the month,
correcting all disagreeable odors arising from decayed teeth, use of tobacco, Ac. Its fragrance aud convenience make it a pleasure to uw it; it is
perfectly
free from all acids or other ingredients having the
least tendency to injure the enamel, and recommended by many of the most eminent dentists,
chemists,
physicians and scientific gentlemen of the day.
Read testimonial from a large majority of the first
Druggists and Apothecaiies in this city, many of
whom have personally used the Sozodont, and well

tnau

The ntweriber, haring furui.hcd hi*
RMing lloom with » nice targe Coal
Hukjier, thereby making it comfbrtabta
VVj—'r to ride in cold weather, propone, lo com-

Portland, Dec M. 1*0.

24
27
27

Liverpool.Dec 81
Liverpool.Jan 3
Bohemian.Portland
Jan 3
Liverpool
Great Eastern ...New York.. Liverpool.Jan 8
Europa.Boston.Liverpool.... Jan 7
Augio Saxou.Portland
Liverpool.Jan 10
Borussta.New York Hamburg.Jan 10
Etna.New York Liverpool.Jan 10
—

1

or

indispensable to the preservation of the teeth.
Sozodont is offered with all confidence as a Beautifier
and Preserver of the Teeth, a scientific
so

1

....

FRAGRANT SOZODONT,
ONLY TRUE

Street

iglL

RAILS

Liverpool.New York.. Dec 10
Dec 11 j
Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland
.Boston.I>ec 13
Europe..Liverpool.

THE WORD “SOZODONT" is derived from the
Greek words sozo (to preserve) and odnntrs (the teeth);
Sozodont, “A Preserver of the Teeth."

“Merry Christmas!”

a

—AT THE—

Glasgow.

3d*

have

And

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Puzzler, Toyn, Ac.

iu

j

at

Smoked Hams

PLASTER—We notice a decline on both hard and
soft, aud now quote Soft 81 T&m-I 78 aud Hard 91 60
(5,1 62 p ton.
IiUM—We continue to quote Portland distilled 53
&66c p gal., with an upward tendency.

continueJirm

transactions limited. Prices
and without change at the following quotatWis: Java 33a'
34c. Hio32a38e, and St Domingo 30u^lc.

a

for the head of the State

freely,

quoted

held at

can

House, Tuesday, August
2th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul

PROVISIONS.—The provision market continues j
for Pork, which is more active, and
prices are firm. We notice sales of new Extra Prime |
at 812 50, and new Clear at 916 p bbl. Mess Pork
ha* somewhat advanced, and we now quote 14 60@ !
915. Round Hog* are beginning to come in quite 1
are

would

Portland, aud

S'o. 13 International

quiet except

and

QU'IMBY,

DR. P. P.
eturnedto

,

this time.

COFFEE.—The market i* exceedingly quiet and

ment.”

yielding

Who does not know how often and how perit has been asserted that he would
have croossed the first day of his arrival op-

sistently

qualified

at

Country

paper which has abused
Win. 11. Seward more than any other paper in
Maine, should at this moment regard him as
the ablest mail of bis (tarty, and by far the”

testimouy of Mr. Douglas, and the declarations of certain riugleaders among the rebels; about blank
paper, and

hia

that

light

COOPERAGE.—The same scarcity of City made
Shooks noticed for the past several weeks still prevails. the demand largely exceeding the supply. We
quote both Sugar and Midasse* City made lihd
Shook* and Heads 92 75a2 87. Green'sawed Counrift
try Shooks are very dull at 1 -45vi 1 30.
molasses Sugar Shooks without heads are iu fair demand at 81 *>0«1 75.
lioo|is are scarce and in brisk
demand at high price*. Heading* are rather scarce,
and are in active demand at 23a28c. We uotice
sales ol 15>*0 City 32 inch Molasses Miooks to be delivered iu January at 82 76, also 1500 3*3 inch Country do. with beads at 82 12$.

Gen. Burnside among the number, and tile
substitution of Gen. Fremont and others of
the same stamp in their places.” It is at least

significant

PRODUCE—Potatoes are in quick demand at improved prices. We now qnoto 8l60@1 75 p bbl, or
W>2>65 P bush. The stock in market is quite light.
The extreme cold weather has advanced the price of
Eggs, and dealers are holding at 2h«22c fr doz.—
Poultry continues abundant.though prices somewhat
as ChristmaaspproachOT, and dfafilers wert
Improve Chicken*
holding
yesterday at {faille,Turkic* 100,12c,
and Geese 9%1& p th.

23c.

ll*ounited.—Capt. Daniel L. Dickey, Co. E,
in back, slightly; Andrew W. Oliver, Co. K ;
Alex. Conner, Co. K; Cornelius Guile, Co. K.
Missing.— Thomas Carry; Sergt. Samuel
Shell, Co. B; H. Smith, Co. li; Geo. Frye.Co.
B; Bussell Alien, Co. B; O. W. Beach, Co. B;
Corp. Richard Manning. Co. C; J. S. Smith,
Co. C; IV. Mulhalon,Co. E; Andrew Boyer,

by

the slave power, and allowed it to extend
its dominion at pleasure. Is it not so? No

embar-

nnninut

|

to

rassed, hot only by short supplies, and by neglect to supply him with means to cross the
river, but that he was actually forced to crott
the. rirer in thp farp nf

are

BUTTER.—The market for Butter rub's Arm and
are tending
prices
Dairies Vermont

J

extinguisher

Fredericksburg,

If we

BEANS.—The supply has been more ample the past
week, though the market is Arm, and choice Beaus
meet a ready sale at advanced prices. We quote
White Pea Beans 82 75« 3 00. and Blue Pods 2 37«,
2 *12. and Marrows 2 5*> a2 76 p bush.

might be made of your official boasting and
bragging. Not a newspaper, hardly a song, j Co. E; Charles Green. Co. E: A. B. Adam,
Co. G; A. Creggs, (Jo. G; L. E. Carthey, Co.
appears in Englaud or France, or Scotland, or j
G; J. Forrest, Co. G; I). C. Lumber, Co. G;
Ireland, which is not full of the most laughaT. Robbins, Co. G.
ble and braggart self-complacency.
^
Only Monday last a city cotemporary,
But show us a nation that has ever done
in its zeal to thtd fault witii the President, seizwhat we are now doing. Take one single
ing upon the rumors of Cabinet disruption,
fact. We were in a state of unexampled proson to exhibit the cfiect of Seward's resigperity, going from strength to strength; and goes
nation, and sees, as one of the first fruits
all this war might have been avoided—nothe resignation of many officers in the army,
Isa! y questions this—if we would have truck led

upon such accusations as those referred to.
From Warrenton Burnside moved toward the

Rappahannock

people.

nr

nal:

it—if we see no faults in what we
so much love, or if we seek to
palliate or ex- !
cuse what we cannot help
seeing, we are to be
charged with natural vanity and boasting, are
we? Look at yourselves,neighbors! A book

that McClellan was ail ready, and had actually commenced his great march upon Rich-

mond,

Christian

for

For the week ending Dec. 24,1862. prepared expressly for the Pkkpr, by Mr. M. N. Rich.

He did not oppose the issuing of the procsingle considerations werecuough to justify our lamation. He did not resist the removal of
clamorous boastfulness, which, after all, is not
He did not originate,direct, or in
McClellan.
nify even his signal
to be compared with that of England, or I any way interfere with the Banks expedition.
the most triumphant exhibitions of military
fits li'til nntliitirr vcli-i ti>
tn iln
in.
France, or Spain, which passes for patriotism.
skill and strategy.
directly, with the movement of General Burnhas
claimed
to
be
Every great people
superior : side. He has attended exclusively to the afWhen Burnside—an able, tried, and sucto every other, from the beginning of the
fairs of his own department, and has sustained,
cessful commander—took tbe Held at tbe head
world—if not in everything, at least in some i with cheerlul and hearty loyalty, whatever
of the army of the Potomac, eudless and nummeasures the President has deemed essential
and in enough to secure a supremacy in
! to the public good.”
berless were their prophecies of evil. There I tilings;
their own estimation. And this, the love of
was no opportunity lost to assure the people
Casualties is the Maine Nineteenth.
country, like the love we bear to our own
—so far as their efforts could assure them—
The following list of wounded and missing, in
is
cast
as
a
mother,
up
reproach to us, while
that by the substitution of tbe new for the old
! the Maiuc 10th, we cut from tiic Boston Jourwith our calutnuiators it is
the chiefest
among

Mail.

in another column

used iu

not

commander, a great loss of precious time had
been the result; and though it was asserted

a woman

Gra|ies,

was

v»>r

l>oys

the river, a day or two since, in which
of them, an Irish lad, was stabbed in sevplaces by the other, named Douse. The
offender then jumped upon a passing train of
cars, and was followed and brought back from
Brunswick. He lias been bound for trial in

been slow to magdefeats and disasters into

ultation, and they have

two

eral

terment.

energy and

fracas between

one

Fredericksburg.
publisher and editor of the
Gardiner Journal, and enlisted—leaving a wife
and interesting little family—from a sense of
duty, believing the demands of his country
superior to all others. He died on the 15th
His body will be brought home for iniust.
Mr. Heath

was a

across

wounds received at

Heath, of

resource, concentrated power and protracted
effort, since the creation of the world. One

OV.

special dispatch
New York Evening'

at Gardiner of the death of Mr. Alvan M. C

become

no

in the United States service with whom 1 have
come in contact.
lie is a live man, a fighting
man, and, to all intents and purposes, a loyal
man.”

emptorily declined to enter the Cabinet. Mr.
Chase’s resignation was attributed to the opposition which his financial policy encounters
in Congress, but the almost universal wish
was that lie should remain or be reappointed.
Sai> News.—Intelligence has been received

weakness, hut with
as a people.
And what we

a great war.
On the whole, too, there has been

that “he is driving matters ahead, and
inspires officers, privates, and citizens, with confidence. I have had three interviews with him,
In his own quarters, and he has impressed me
more favorably, In all
respects, than any officer
eruns

says that Mr. Colfax has been tendered the Iuterior or Post Office Department, but has per-

our own

our

nnrl from

A

acquainted
own strength
se^nml know of ourselves, other nations are
beginning to see and acknowledge; and this ol
with

from them at any of the victories in the West,
the South-west, or along the Atlantic coast,

W.n.

ouly

Bradbury, if he would
partisan pnrposes.

Ear Parson Brownlow says of Gen. Rose-

and three thousand dollars direct
tax.—| Democrat.

growth

first see or first hear of.
At this moment we have not

have lent his name for

tween two

the

instead of Bion

ernor

the same season of

enterprising proprietor, Joseph Robinson, Esq., are still doing an extensive and profitable business. Under the operation of tlie Excise law of Congress, Nr. Robinson will annually pay the government be-

to

by an advance from the southShepley is a Democrat—perhaps

the Argus will say tens a Democrat—and would
have been the Democratic candidate for Gov-

TheTlxford Woolen Mills, under the

of war, which may sometimes overbalance all the sufferings and hor-

tlie

at

Mr.

west.

direction of their

and Christian women may dread war,
still there are virtues and great generations,

far-reaching penetration to discover
quired
the satisfaction it afforded them when, as they
no

take Hiclimond

list of twelve

prosperity.

Able and eloquent, straightforward, satisfactory and convincing. Much as Christian

received tlie

a

the year even in times of greater business

CAIlBUTHElIS.

’lliinkof tlie all hut de-

them satisfaction,

force and volume as it progresses, that shall
not only put down rebellion in its track, but

sjr
gives
sailing vessels and two steamers now being
built in that city—a larger number than has
The Bath Times

The fact that I decided to move from Warrcnton to
this liuc, rather against the opinion of the President,
the Secretary of war, and ourself, and that yon left
the whole movement in my handt, without giriuy me
orders, makes me responsible.

con-

[

Laborers are very scarce in Illinois and
other parts of the west, and farmers cannot
procure help even by the offer of extravagant
wages. The cause is the large number of
young men who have gone to the war,and who
were mostly from the farming population.

gives

judgment,

civilians and radicals,

E3P” We learn on authority that cannot be
iloubted, that Gen. Geo. F. Shepley, of this
city, now Military Governor of Louisiana, has
become fully impressed with the necessity of
the military emancipation of the slaves, and of
making them available for military purposes.
He has even suggested that a black cloud”
may be started from New Orleans, gathering

67 years.

his reasons for
this early movement, and then disposes of the
whole brood of rumors about his being forced

Malignity ahead of Truth and Facts.
If ever doubt existed that the leading,

Bangor Whig says that Dca. EdPerry, of Carmel, fell from his chair on
Sunday last, and died instantly. His age was
The

mund

The pontoons were not ready, then, simply
because the commanding General anticipated
the time he himself had indicated that he
would need them.
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New Publications.
The Graver Thoughts

of

Country

a

Parson, Boston: Ticknor & Fields.
Pl>- 3(>7. For sale in this city by

Religious Notices.
tlr There will be religious services st the l’srk
Street Church, on Wednesday, Christmas evc.comraeneisg at 7}; and on Christmas morning, at 10}

Davis, 53

12mo.
H. L.

Exchange St.

The Country Parson needs no introduction
o'clock, services of the communion.
Christmas Services at St. Luke’s Cbcrch.—
to American readers. Like his
“Recreations,”
Services may be expected on Wednesday, Christmas
eve, at 7} o'clock, and on the morning of Christmas i an<l his “Leisure Hours,”
whatever he may
at
o’clock.
day, 10}
write will be widely read and speedily
forgotkJU There will be Christmas services this evening
ten. In the seventeen thoughtful
at the L'uiversalist Church, at 7 o’clock.
essays which
compose this volume, the same clear, nervous
Municipal Court—Dec. 23.
language, the same manly, though not proMary McGuire, for drunkenness and dis- found thought, the same piquant dash of egoturbance, was fined three dollars and OBsts. tism, which are familiar to the readers of his
Committed.
former works, appear, softened and toned down

j

to the gravity of his present themes.
The
tinted paper and exquisite typography of the
book are positively luxurious—and no wonwent Into battle at Fredericksburg with 415 ;
for on the back of the title
der,
page we read,
guns, and ail that could be mustered after the
“Riverside.”
battle was 182.
253 being killed, wounded,
Lectures on the Elevation of the Laboring
and missing. In Co. D, Lieut. Herrick, who
Portion of the Community—Bv Rev. Win.
was lu command, was killed
as
the
comjust
E. Cbanning, D. D.
Boston’: Crosby &
were
and
the company
charging bayonets,
Nichols. 12ino. pp. 124. For sale in this
mand devolved upon Seegeant W. H. Broughcity by H. Packard, 01 Exchange St.
ton. In tills Company there were 3 killed, 18
This volume contains a brief sketch of Dr.
wounded, and 2 missing.
Channing’s laborious life, and three lectures on
1

18th Maine Regiment.—A private letter
from an officer In thi» regiment states that it

After the order to retreat was given, the
color-sergeant of the New York 94th was shot,

the general

subject indicated by the title, one
! introductory to the Franklin lectures, delivand none of the men of that regiment stopped
ered in Boston, September, 1838, and two dcto pick up the standard. Sergeant Broughton
livered before the Mechanic Apprentices’ Liseized it aud brought it off the field unharmbrary Association during the winter of 1839ed, though the bullets whistled thickly around 40. As published, the two latter contain a
him. The color was subsequently delivered • fullness of treatment unsuited to the lecture
to the N. Y. 94th, w ho were much
chagrined ! room (and in fact quite large omissions were
that their standard should have been preservj made in delivery) but very welcome to the
ed by a Maine regiment. Sergeant Broughreader. The three exhibit very completely Dr.
ton has honorably earned a commission lor i
Channing’s views on the important subject
his gallant conduct in this action.
I considered. Substantial binding, a handsome
title page printed in colors, and a steel engravDeath from Accident.—Coroner Hall !
ing from a portrait of Chauning painted in
held
an
yesterday
inquest on the body of Da- 1839
by S. Gambardella, make up the sum of
vid McQuarrle, boarding at Thomas McDonexternal attractions. The letter-press is far
No.
247
Fore
who
was
found
ough’s,
street,
from perfect.
dead at the foot of the attic stairs in
his board-

A Present Heaven—Addressed'to a Friend
by the author of ‘‘the Patience* of Hope.”
Boston: Ticknor A- Fields—Klino. pp. 172.
For sale in this city by H. L. Davis, 53 Exchange St.

ing house yesterday morning. It is presumed
that he got up sometime in the night, pitched
and fell head foremost down the whole
flight.
There were two bruises on his back, which he

This author's former work was introduced
falling down, and there was a hole
to the public by the |>oet, Whittier. The presin the plastering of the wail, at the foot of the
stairs, made by his head. On his head was ! ent volume comes commended to everybody's
notice by the faultless typography, and heavy
fouud some of the plaster. The verdict of the
jury was, death by accidentally falling down ! tinted paper with which the publishers have
fitly graced it. The book is full of the
the stairs. The deceased was a ship carpenter, a Scotchman by birth. He was unmarried ! results of much patient study, the ripe fruit
of a profoundly religious nature, subjected
bat has a brother residing here and is
repreto rare religious culture. Its contents are live
sented as having been a quiet and industrious
2. The Gospel reman.
His age was between 55 and 60 years.
essays: 1. Introduction.
cetved Partially. 3. The Gospel received HisWhat shall we buy?—This lathe questorically. 4. The Gospel received Prophetition which agitates the minds of parents just
cally. 0. I he Gospel received Implicitlv.—
now; and we advise those on whom the usual
“All renewed life” the author says,
“being one
holiday demands will be made, to step into the witli that of the Reuewer is one life,
bookstore of Bailey & Noyes, fully believing
whether it be spent in heaven above or upon
that the number and variety of books to be
earth below.’’ Passing over the introductoryfound there, will satisfy the most difficult— essay then, it is urged that this Gospel, these
They have a flue assortment in the most splen- “good tidings,’’ are not fully or heartily but
did bindings, as well as all the standard pub- only intellectually received; that they are relications in less showy but more useful covers.
ceived as true of the primitive church, or of
If you want Photographic Albums, it is the
the church triumphant in another life, but not
in this workday world where we move and
place to buy at Bailey & Noyes’.
For the Juveniles they have replenished
have our being; while the fifth essay illustrates
their counters, and young America cannot fail
the true faith, which believes because it knows
to And something to please. Besides these, no
by indubitable experience. Of course in the
doubt a good variety of fancy goods inay be
discussiou of such myntical doctrines (we use
found to tempt the buyer. It is well worth
tlie word in Its philosophic sense) logic would
the time spent in examining this collection of
be as much out of pluce as geometry, The
holiday goods.
book must be taken as evidence, not as argureceived in

m

ment

Christmas a Legal Holiday in Maine.
By Section 9, Chapter 32 Revised Statutes if
the third day of grace on a note is Sunday,
Fast or Thanksgiving day, the Fourth of July,
Twenty-second of February or Christmas, but
two days of grace are allowed. Notes payable
at the Banks in this city to-morrow (Christmas) must be paid to-day. The Banks will not
be open to-morrow.

The Gokilla Hi nters. A Tale of the
Wilds of Africa, by It M. Ballantync. Boston : Crosby & Nichols. 12 mo. pp. 408.—
For sale in this city by H. Packard.

This is

a genuine boy’s book, not a “RobinCrusoe,” for “Robinson CTusoes” do not
grow on every bush, but full of life, and adventure, and fun, and coarse wood cuts, the
especial delight of boyish eyes. The cuts are
quite as trustworthy as the text, for Mr. Ballantyne (Robert Michael, ia full) lias a way of
illustrating his own veracious histories, as the
readers of his “Coral Island," Ac., will rememson

W We are informed that the statement in
yesterday’s Press respecting the illness of Col.
Francis Fessenden at Washington, it not correct
Col. F. was confined two days with a
cold, but had thrown off the symtoms of an
attack of fever which threatened him, and was
iv

|itw

us

piuoouiu

ber.
TnE Atlantic- Monthly for January, 1803,
is out, and ready for subscribers. The follow-

tu uiunv

mg is Ks list of contents: Happiest Days, by
Gail Hamilton; The Promise of the Dawn, a

this announcement.

Liquors.—The police yester- j
day afternoon seized seven or eight barrels of i
different kinds of liquors from the shop and

Christmas story, by the author of “Life in the
Iron Mills;” In the Half-Way House, by James

Seizure of

Ktissell

Lowell; Mr. Buckle as a Thinker, by
D. A. Wasson; Recollections of a Gifted Wobouse of John Sberidau in Green street, and ;
;
Nathaniel Hawthorne; Mr. Axlell,
conveyed it to the lockup, where it will re- man, by
conclusion; The Legend of Rabbi Ben Levi,
main until the matter is settled by the Muniby Henry W. Longfellow; My Friend the
cipal Court.
Watch, by George William Curtis; Beqjaiuiu
E leg a XT Books.—On the counters of the
Banneker the Negro Astronomer, by M. D.
bookstore of Hall L. Davis may be seen some
Conway; The Sleeping Sentinel; Iron-Clad
valuable works—both proso and poetry—in
| Ships and Heavy Ordnance, by Alexander H.
elegant bindings, suitable for Christmas or Holley; Andrew Rykmau’s Prayer, by John
New Year's gifts. His assortment of books
G. Whittier; The Stralhsuys, by Harriet E.
for children is very extensive, embracing every
Prescott; The Fine Lady, by Julia Ward
variety in all styles of binding.
Howe; A Reply, addressed to the Women of
England, by Harriet Beecher Stowe; The SolA Caki>.—The Association for the relief of
diers’Rally, by Elbridge Jefferson Cutler;—
Aged, Indigent Women, gratefully acknowl- Overtures from
Richmond, by Professor Franthe
au
of
ol
one
edges
receipt
anonymous gift
cis J. Child; Reviews and Literary Notices of
hundred dollars.
Brooks's Translation of Richter’s Titan, Prof.
E. Mountfokt, Treasurer.
Brown's Works and Memoir of Rufus Choate,
Dec. 23d, 1862.
Mrs. Frein (nit’s Story of the Guard, and Seven
—ALittle People aud their Friends. Professor
Arrival or a Propeller.—The propelChild’s lively song, whicli we published yesler Detroit, Capt. ltobiuson, from Detroit via
Welland Canal, Montreal and Quebec, arrived
terday, is a happy re-production of the famous
at this port yesterday. She put iu here to
“Lillibulero,” which was so popular with ail
classes of Englishmen during the revolution
coal up and is bound to New York.
1

of ld88.

The song takes its name from the
wild Irish chorus, “Lillibulero, bullen a la,”

J^'Messrs. Bailey <fc Noyes have our thanks
far a magnificent colored calender, or counting
room almanac, for 1863.
It is ornamental as

and

celebrates.satirically the approuching triumph of Popery and the Irishry under James
II. and his lieutenant, Tyrconnel.
Sterne,
who had associated familiarly in his boyhood
with many old soldiers of the revolution, has
kept the tune alive on the lips of his Uncle
Toby. The woods in part and the music may
be found in Tristram Shandy. The song is
preserved lit full in the second series of Percy’s
Reliqucs. Its reputed author, Wharton, boasted that he had sung a King out of three king-

well as useful.

sr-ir any
was evidently

one

has lost

a

dog, which
family, it may

small

the pet of some
application to the local editor

be heard of on

of the Press.

U1

The attention of

capitalists

is invited

to the advertisement of the loan of
wanted

$48,000

by the city.

Almanac,

a

."spiritual Itegister,

ana

a

discussion.

The Boston Almanac for 1803 is

the men in this State that
have got hay contract* with the government ?
Arena they ail democrats, and some of them
rebel sympathizer*?—[Bath Times.
are

In addition to other

We

it

indebcted to Messrs. A. Williams &
Boston, for a copy. A. Robinson, No. 61
street, has it for sale.

The Continental Monthly for January
is out.

We have received

A. Williams &
teen

at

A.

once—stop rebelling and there will be nothing
to fight for, and nobody to light.
EyThe Oxford Democrat wants to know
if it ever occurred to auy
person as a curious
fact, that since the law abolishing bounties was
repealed in this
all the bears are

matters

are

Co.,
Exchange

mythic
golden eggs.
By-The Saco Democrat demands a “cessation of this accursed, suicidal wai.” The rewar

out.

Massachusetts, comprising nearly 40.000 names.

who killed the goose that laid the

bels have it in tbeir power to stop the

interesting

just

contains the names of the volunteers from

gf-The Oxford Democrat thinks that farmers who sell sheep now are imitating that
cuss

Portland

Daily

_

Press.

_

leans.
The Senate agreed to the House resolution
to adjourn to-day until the first Monday in
January—20 against 13.
Mr. Howard introduced a bill to amend the
act to amend the judiciary of the United States.
Referred to the judiciary Committee.
Mr.
McDougal introduced a bill to amend
the act to aid in the construction of the Pacific Railroad and telegraph.
Mr. Hale offered u resolution that the committee appointed to inquire into the chartering
of transports for the Banks expedition, be also
instructed to inquire into the employment of
transports generally by quartermasters and
agents of the War Department, the rates at
which they were engaged, by whom, aud for
how long. Adopted.
Mr. Lane, of Kansas, gave notice of a bill
to authorize tile President to ruise two hundred regiments of infantry composed of persons of African descent.
Mr. Sunnier, Iro n the committee on Foreign
Relations, reported a bid lor the relief of the
Norwegian bark Admiral Tordenshaikt.
iiu. uauiruui »

9

lusuniuuii

njijuuiui;

WUcVIl-

any troops had been sent into the Slate of
Delaware at the late election, was taken up
and discussed until the expiration of the morning hour, when the Bankrupt bill was taken

er

i‘PMr. Doolittle offered an amendment exempting homesteads when exempt by State laws
where bankrupts reside.
Mr. Trumbull offered an amendment to
strike out the words exempting banking and
railroad corporations Irom the provisions of
the bill for compulsory bankruptcy. He said
the laboring people of Illinois had lost $6.(100,000 in less than live years
by these banking
corporations. In no way have the people lost
more or been cheated worse.
The amendment was rejecteil—yeas 17. nays
18.
Mr. Wade, from the committee on the Conduct of the War, here made a report relative
to the late battle at Fredericksburg, which was
ordered to la; printed.
Mr. Collamer offered an amendment exempting municipal corjioralioiis from that provision of the bankrupt bill. Adopted.
Mr. Collamer also offered an amendment to
exempt literary, religious and eleemosynary
institutions.
Mr. Hale objected to exempting charitable
institutions, for lie thought no sucli institutions
ought to get in debt in order to give charity.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Senate then went into executive session,
and on the opening of the doors adjourned to
January 6th.
HOUSE.

Mr. Pendleton of Ohio, rising to a privileged
question, moved that the protest he offered
yesterday be entered upon the journal.
The Speaker staled that the House had repulsed the entering of it on the journal, and
cited former precedents in support of his decision.
Mr. Pendleton appealed. The Speaker was
sustained—74 against A).
The House passed the Senate bill to improve
the organimtion of the cavalry forces by providing that each regiment may have two assistant surgeons, and that the number of privates in each company be increased from 70
to 78.
Mr. Stevens, from the Committee on Ways
and Means, reported the legislative, judicial
and executive appropriation bill. It was made
a
special order for the 5th of Junuary.
The House concurred in the Senate's joint
resolution lor adjournment over the holidays.
Mr. Colfax, from the Committee ou Post
Office Affairs, made a report on the resolution
to inquire iuto the expediency of giving the
franking privilege to Assessors under the Internal Revenue law.
Mr. Blake reported a bill, authorizing the
Postmaster General to establish a postal money
order system.
It proposed to charge five
ceuts on ten dollars, ten cents on more than
ten or less than twelve hundred dollars, and
live cents on all additional sums ol one hundred dollars or less. Duplicates to be issued
when the orders are lost. The bill passed.
Mr. Wilson offered a resolution instructing
the committee to inquire wether the Superintendent of Census, Mr. Kennedy, is the author
of the published letter to Jacob Thompson,
etc., with power to seud for papers aud persons.

Mr. Co* said that Mr.
sired an investigation.

Kennedy

himself de-

The resolution passed.
Tlie House passed a resolution granting the

of its halls to James E. Murdoch for an
evening during recess, for a reading, the entire
proceeds to be appropriated to the sick and
wounded soldiers.
The House proceeded to the consideration
of the biil for annual treaties with certain
.Sioux and Dacotali Indians, and indemnifying
the sufferers by their enormities. The bill
proposes the appointment of a commissioner
to hear complaints of parties aggrieved. It
protects tlie rights and interests of those Indians who sought to save the whites from
massacres.
It proposes to transfer the fuuds
from the theives and murderers to tlie sufferers.
Tlie bill appropriates $1 ,.100,1)00, or as
much thereof as may be necessary.
The question being taken on tlie passage of
the bill, no quorum voted. The vole was 04
against 18.
The House by unanimous consent went into
Committee of ihe Whole lor debate.
Mr. Allen of III., made a speech against
sending freed negroes into that Stale against
its organic law.—Adjourned.
use

FROM WASHINGTON.

Co.,

a copy from Messrs.
Boston. It contains six-

articles from some of

Robinson, No.

51

our

best authors.

Exchange street,

has it

lor sale.

jjyArtenias Ward, in delivering a lecture
Detroit, the other day, made the following
observation. Speaking of the discoveries and
at

|

Executive Thanks to the Army of
the Potomac.

inventions of the present age, he would inenState, nearly
! lion spiritualism as one of the most important.
killed just across Uu.
At one of the circles recently held at the white
By~l be Oxford Democrat says that the ad- House in Washington, the question was asked
if the spirit of Andrew Jackson was present.
vance in the price of lumber has
given a new The reply was "No, not much.” It was then
impetus to its manufacture lr. the vicinity of asked, “Has the spirit of Jackson been here
Bethel. Lynch & Hammon’s Steam Saw Mill
recently?” to which the reply was given that
the spirit of Jackson had not been within a
is expected to be in operation all
winter, tbeir
huudred miles of Washington for a good many
logs being brought down on the railroad.
years.”

FROM GEN. FOSTER'S

EXPEDITION.

The McDowell and Porter Court Martials.

lakes southward, as a thick snow storm was
prevailing at the time.

was not an error, nor the failure other
than an accident. The courage with which
you, in an open ticld, maintained the contest
against an intrenched foe.und the consummate
skill and success with which you crossed and
recrossed the river in the face of the enemy,
show that you possess all the qualities of a
great army, which will yet give victory to the
cause of the country und of a
popular government.
Condoling with the mourners lor the
dead, and sympathizing with the severely
wounded, X congratulate you that the number
of both are comparatively so small. 1 tender
to you, both officers and soldiers, the thanks
of the nation.
Auuaiiam Lincoln.
The following has been received at headquarters here:
Headquarters Department of North Carolina, Dec. 20(A.—Major Gen. llalleck, Gener-

attempt

al-in-Chief, Washington :—My expedition was
a perfect success. 1 burned the railroad
bridge
Goldsboro and Mount Olive, and tore up
several miles of the track of the Wilmington
and Weldon ltuilrnad. We fought four engagements, viz., at Southwest Creek. Kinstou.
at

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Errors in Cion. Burnside's Report
Corrected.

HALL L.
LOSSES

IN GEN. HILL’S DIVISION.

No. 53

Exchange

ENTERTAINMENTS.

•

Jb
*

HIS CHRISTMAS

STOCK,

Communication
North.

with tbe

number of our wounded

Illustrated Books.
STANDARD POETS AND PROSE WRITERS,
IN ENDLESS VARIETY.

treatamounts are

j

AMBROTYPES AND PHOTOGRAPHS
of all promineut personages.

wrong.

Major General Commanding.
By comparing an official copy of Gen. Burnside's report to Gen. Halleck with the publi- !
cation of tlie same in the Washington papers
this morning, several important errors are no- |
ticed. In the tirst paragraph, in the last line
1

Question for

ChSItouitv?

*'• M CARSLF.Y,
Sec'y.
dec2l)_
Our Country and it* Crisis'

1

A

and Safety.
2. The Nature, F'ocndatiox axd
Civil Uovkkxxxxt, with reference to
natiouai conflict.

huudrcds

of

Prayer Books,

public.

No. 53 Exchange St.
The Richmond papers of yesterday and tod«22 lwd
found their way here.
The Richmond Enquirer says the losses in
A. I*. Hill’s division on the 13th was 211
killed, 1411-1 wounded and 417 missing. This
FOK HOLIDAY PRESENTS
division was confronted by Geu. Franklin's
left, and consisted of six brigades with artilA rich and varied assortment of the best standard
lery. More than half the rebel loss occurred literature, illustrated works, and the poets, in elegant
in this division.
Turkey Morocco bindings.
Intelligence from below is to the effect that
ALBUMS.
the rebels have considerably strengthened
We have the largest assortment in the State of Maine.
their forces near Front Royal.
The enemy maintain a contraband commuJUVENILE BOOKS!
nication With their Northern friends via the
Oar collection is LARGE, and selected with care,
Potomac, Matlax Creek, crossing the Penincontaining many well-kuowu American and English
sula and the Rappahannock at Leeds, about
; popular works, with all the LATEST PUBLICAthirty miles below this point.
TIONS. Please remember,
No shots have been exchanged with the
BAILEY * NOYES,
rebels for several days.
The river pickets
dec20 dlv
50 and 58 Exchange street.
maintain a friendly disposition towards each
other.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

noauiru

line iwivjc

uj

^ViniKlllia,

MIC

On the night of Dec. 1st. while passing the
Island of Guadaloupe. she saw a pirate making
signals to the shore and saw her lay close iu
shore receiving provisions.

(rifts !

iaW

Puzzles,

GAMES,

Gtift

Books, Ac.,

-FOB-

Th.o

Ohlldren,

The side wheel
was

Dec. 23.

C. J. CLARK’S,

Sassacus. six guns,
Navy Yard to-day.

steamer

launched at the

No. 135

Congress,corner of Chestnut Sts.,
<»-PORTLAND.

New York Market.
New York. Dec. 23.
Cotton—quiet and unchanged; sales 400 bales.
Flour—State and Western dull aud drooping; Su70 Q 5 80; Extra do 6U0 e; 6 if; Round

COFFEE AND SPICE MILLS.

KrfineStateS

oop Ohio 6 60 io; 6 75; Superfine Western 5 70k
6 85; common to good Extra Western 6 066 36;
Southern drooping; Mixed to good 6 70 Q 7 00?"Faucv and extra 7 0u ^ 90U; C anada a shade ea ier; Extra 6 06 a, 8 00.
Wheat—more active and a shade firmer; Chicago
spring 1 20-g 1 28; Milwaukee club 1 24 a, 1 32: Amber Iowa 132 a 135; Winter Red Western 1 38 g
140; Amber Michigan 142 ® 143; White Geuessee
150; Extra choice Amber Oreeu Ray 138; Amber
W'inter State 1 42j.
Corn—opened heavy and closed active and firm;
Mixed Western 76 (6. Y7 lor shipping and 61$ & 75 for
unsound; White Western 80; lellow 80.
Reef—stead v.
Pork—less drm; Mess 14 12 ® 14 25; Prime 11 62 @
12 50.
Sugar—active and firm; New Orleans 9j (i 10j;
Muscovado 94.
Coffee—liuil and heavy.
Molasses—New Orleans in fair demand at 34 «T 35.
Freights to Liverpool—dull and drooping; cotton
nominal; flour Is 6u per American aud is 9 per neutral vessel; grain 7d lor corn iu ship's bags.
Wool—dull.

J*.

GRANT

WOULD

public,

FRESII GROUND GOODS—as

usual.

present (and until the completion of the rebuilding of his mills at 13 A 15 Union st.,) his placo
For the

of business is at

4:9 Union, street,
solic-

are

Roast and €• round Coffee,
TARTAR, SALK RAT VS,
WKKT HKRBS, f(\,

CRKAM
S

up in every variety of package* desired by the
trade, and warranted a* heretofore, (.rateful for
past favors, he will endeavor to merit the continued
coutideuce of the public.
J. GRANT, 49 Uuion Street,
Portland, Me.
dccl8d&wlm

put

Stock Market.

M A C HINE EY,

72}

Steam and Gias

....

UNION

3 7

operatives iu England.
;y;The Boston Courier learns

that twentyfive thousand soldiers were lost at Fredericks-

burg.
thing.

Gen. Burnside

has

learned

no

such

IRA WINN. Ageal.

decl6 dtf

Holidays

York Central Railroad has

The

are

Large*! and

Coming!

Best

Assortment

sample

of very white,

contain

pat tide of cottou stock in it. It
was made of straw, with a small portion of
a

mirable substitute if other stock becomes for-

biddingly high.
VT- The New York Times gives the following as the result of the conference of the Committee of Senators who waited upon the President to urge a reconstruction of the Cabinet:
President Lincoln listened with attention
to all that was said.
11c tlu-n expressed the
profound solicitude which lie fell on the subject they hud brought before him, and the
overwhelming anxiety whieh oppressed him
concerning the condition of the country and
the progress of the war.
li'Aot the country
wanted, he mid, ica» militarymiccenn. Without that, nothing could go right: with that,
nothing could go wrong. He did not yet see
how the measure proposed by the committee
wouid furnish the remedy required. If he had
a cabinet of angels, they could uot
give the
country military successes, and that was what
was wanted, and w hat must be had.
But be
promised his most careful attention to the suband
another
interview
was
ject,
appointed for
the next evening in presence uf the cabinet."

iu the

city—is

to be found at

aud

__

Hods* Wanted.

«RASS

Inquire

S*"*1*

76

street.

a

me-

declT dis3w

At
OHO

7 >VUU 4uu
150 Bbl*.

li«ts of

Land,

one

PACKARD’S,
est prices.

VTall aud examine this Stock before purchasing
elsewhere.
declfitjaul

“Home

Again!”

undersigned would inform his old fritndi
aud the public, that after an absence of twentyfive years, he has returned to his native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in

THE
the

Washington

Street

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
close application to business, aud an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patrouage.

II. BKADIS1I.
GOO/* FAM/L Y FLOUR by the barrel, or in less
dec# tf
quantities

FURSlT-FURS!!!

spring and

on

oue

Portland.
uov4eodtf

X. 1.

MITCHELL.

TO RENT.
modern built HOUSE. Xo.30 Dan forth
atreet, mitable for a genteel family—containing fifteen rooms.
Enquire of J K. KING, in rear of 30 Dan forth

MA
Street.

decl»tf
TO LET.

Easterly tenement or Uie House
Spring
THE
Street. Imuwu
the Rolfe House
Enquire of

Fura,

FOR SALE AT SHAW'S
altered

MUIa™1«J
••

isc*

::

300,000 fret Pine Sliittplu. Board.
36.000
Spruce Planx"
Cheap Hue Board,.
,00.010
130.000 Pine Clapboards-planed
,30,000 Spruce clapboard..
100,000 Extra Cedar Shingle..
DEO. F. FOSTER,
By
At the bead or Union Wharf,
Portland, Dee. 11th. 1883.
dtf

Flour.

BESr BRANDS of Wwtern and Canada
r imilv FLOCH can alvavt be found
at ITS Cob*
grets street, at fair price*—for Vale bv

THE

,8.J3W,LUA,,

and

L

Venn on t Bnttcr.
0!» TUBS Prime, for aale by
J

WEEKS k CO.

F.

FOB BALE.

300 OOO Wnu\AWU> *****
6.000

Shlw4,E

Surar Box SHOOKS.
SPRUCE DIMENSION, all .Dm
DOORS. SASHES. BLINDS. LATHS, CLAP.
BOARDS—Fitted and Rough.
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

300 Bbla. Choice Brand FLOUR, for fhmllj wee,
bp

RUFUS DECKING,
llobson'. Wharf, foot of Hirh Street.
ocaOdSm
—

on

27.—dtt

Oct,

S. J

ANDERSON.

Cooper's Shop

ON

to Lei.
Commercial street, head of llohaon'a Wharf.
Inquire of J. H. 1IAMLEN.
Office on Hobson's Wharf.
MpRf

XFAV FALL GOOHS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.
-AT-

No. 90...Middle Street

To Lei.
E commodions Chamber la the
northerly eor*
ner of the new brick block, corner of Lime and
Milk Streets,
facing the market. Rent ow.
Enquire at office of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO..
1S62.
Xo 27 Exchange St.

TH

directly

JJepfJIB.

ROLLINS & BOND
■ ATS nun

dtf-

To Lei.
The large House on the corner of Mid*
AHA
die and Willow Streets, recently occu*
bv Mrs. C. A Ricliards as a board*
lll«B pit-sl
I’osaessinn given immedi*
,n* bouse.
^■Hh^hately. For particular* enquire of
oc26 tf
JOHN C. PROCTOR

Christmas and New Year’s
FRBSMNTS.
MIDDLE

ANHolidays, consisting of

IICDTD,

New aid Desirable Style, of

Cloths,

Clothing,

FURNISHING

GOODS,

Which they offer at

Prices to suit the Times !
iy Call ia be tor. parebaaing llmidara, and am
jor younelt !

STREET.
Goods for the coming

95 HIDDLE STREET.
odfldtf

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,
patterns of Silver

POCKET DIARIES tor 1803.
i 14

-\n;i1_

_a_a.

Oysters, Oysters 1

Nap-

Fruit Knives* and Silver

KiugS't work-boxes, writing de^ksrportfolios,reticules, ladies and geuts’ dressing cases, ladies companions, brush and comb boxes, segar cases, geuts’
small hand trunks, checker and backgammon boards,
chess men. dominoes, jack-straws, ladies' line travelling bags, portmonuaies, shell aud pearl card cases,
PHOTOGRAPHIC A LRU MS, ladies and geuts’
skates, parlor skatcs.boy s'chests of tools, meershaum
pipes, do cigar holders, girls aud boys sleds—together with a large assortment of Cbildrkx's Toys.
ERG RE EX'S by the yard, aud in wreaths.

dec 15 2w

Sch,. "J Fneman” and "Lookout" hare arrived
with OYSTERS
For aal. at the old ratca, at

No. 85 Federal StrMt,

_4.
»_/ V

A

OYSTERS Jait received at SO ccats pev
at
T. S. HATCH'S,
No. 115 Exchange Street.

Freeh

gallaa.

Vv V. •

Eaat of F.tm Houae.
dec!31wiMd

€11.49. DAY, Jr.

JAMES FREEMAN.

iseodtjanl

Land in Franklin, Me.
15.000 Acres of Land-supposed to
tain,
ABOUT
average.about ttve thousand of
to
of
hemlock and
besides

con*
stum*

on au

au acre,
pags
spruce,
much hard wood, aud a go d

piue,
growth ot young.thrif-

or lake, near the centre, o about
10UU *kcie9. with a good water power at its outlet
This poud flows, by the
present dant, about 10U0 acres
of meadow, which can lie put iuto grass, to great ad*

ty juniper—a poud

Oysters.
Thia day arrived.

vantage, by withdrawing

tne

flowage.

The MiJl is but a short distance Irom tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell iuto the hands of
the
the
present owners, who reside at a distance, aud uuo
land will tie sold at au immeuse bargain to
auy
who has the faculty and inclination to manage it.
For fhrtlier iutbrniatiou apply to < ol. J. L. Law*
RKN'i t, or to
LEVI BARTLETT k CO.,
decltf dlaw8w
No. 2 Loug Wharf, Boston.

lot of FRESH OYSTERS. Sr

80

CENTS
At

PER

G All.

OX,

ATWOODS,
303 Congreaa Street.

Tortland, Dec. 13.

edtw

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

THOS. G. LORING,
Apotbeoar

y

,

AND-

Window

Shades,

CLOTH ft WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banner., Ornamental and
Fancy Fainting,
EXECUTED

a

•ale at

TO

ORDER.

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,
Devotes personal attention to the application •
TKl'aSK" to Adults and Children.
SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCKINGS constantly on baud
isocll
SATTlje 1’oor‘liberally considered.
HOUSE

RAIL ROAR.

AT

STONEHAMJSj
Portland, Mo.

No. IOH 1-2 Middle St.
dec 12 eodSra

CLIVrON FURBISH * CO„

Forwarding ft Commiuion Merchant!,
NO. 24 RIVER STREET,
FRANKLIN

FURBISH.

CARTER.

References—J B Brown k Son, Portland.
W. W. Thomas,
A. K. Shurtlctf,

S.J. Smith.
W. J. Emmet, New York.
Harris. H«vl ft Co

Philadelphia.

BOW DO IN

COLLEGE.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
43d Annual Course of Lectures in the Mediof Maine will commence February
Fees for all the Lectures, *65. Circular* confull
information
may be had by applying to
taining

THEcal School
Stith.

the Secretary.
F. A. CHADBOL’BNE. M D
Brunswick, Nov. 16. 1*2.

GEORGE A.

Secretary
27 w8w

SUSSKRAUT,

NO. 130 MIDDLE STREET,

IMPORTER

and

MAM’kACTOER, has

and is constantly manufacturing
stock.

hand,
the best

on

from

All the Latest Styles of
OOO DS,
FUR

repaired.

PORTLAXD AND

Meeting
TIIE
FORKS r A VRN UK RAILROA O COMP AX T
will be held at the
of M. G.
Annnal

of the

Palmar,
counting room
144 Middle Street, ou Mosdat, the fifth day of Janfor the choice of
uary, A. D. 1863. at 8 «S*clock ft*. M
officer* for the eusuing year, and the transaction of
any other business which may legally come before
M G. PALMER. Secretary.
them.
decl9 eodganfi
Portland. Dec. 18.1862.

AdaninMrator'ft Sale.
subscriber. Administrator of the estata of
Stephen Lord, late ol Windham iu the County
of Cumberland, deceased, hereby gives notice that ho
will sell, pursuant to a license from the Probata
Court for said County, at the late residence of said
deceased, on Wednesday, January 28. 1863. at 10 o'clock A. M., the follow fug real estate of said deceased, vis: the homestead farm of said deceased, and
about eight acres of laud he bought of William Bailey, subject to the widow s dower therein—but including the reversion thereof. Also about forty-two
acres of laud he bought of George Hawkee. subject
to a mortgage to secure the pavment of about #460.
JOHN WEBB, Administrator.
27 w8w*
Windham, Dec. 23. 1862.

THE

Rail Rond Bonds.
of the second mortgage Bo.ids of tbo
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., wtth all
the interest cup •iis thereon due ou the 15th of October, 1862. are nerebv requested to deooeit the same
in my hands, for which receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock In tft>
Portland ft Kennebec Railroad, (a m* orjmm
tuition,) as soou as the books and certificates can b#
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said lonpt*
J. 8. CUSHING.
8. 1962.
Treasurer Portland ft Kennebec Ballrcni.
decli dtf
1882.
Dec
16.
Augusta.

HOLDERS

ny.jJov.

Bank Notice.

CAPES, COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, Ac., Ac..

two cent tax stamp must be affixed to all
check* aud sight drafts or*r ftt'eal# dMMPft.wiaft
at any Bank iu thG city, after Saturday, the
18th inst or payment will Iye
On and after January Id, ft* appropriate etam#
will be required on ootea and drafts pay abb on tima.
dec6 *wood»
Per order

all of which will be sold on the most reasonable tnrmr.
in .all before purchasing elsewhere.

New- Works !

-COK8IBTISO Or-

THE

offered

'***»*&_

No. 120 Middle Street.
uo\2l

NEW EDI r«ON or

CASEY'S U. V.

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.
River Sable

!

aa

FOR SALK AT

Far* exchanged,
aovST iwedl;

"•

Bbli. stone

Arcade
(hica-aw

on

Spruce street. Either would be exchanged for a
good Dwelling House.
For particular, ptvaie apply at 127 Middle
Street,

Fine American Sable Furs!

Fitch and

**

LSO—

—

Wholesale

BUSHELS Extra Meallnn Caro

Portland, Dec. 10,

THE HOC'S E on the corner of ProsP**0* *nd Casco streets—the basement
TsTsYga
for » Store. A good stand for
tilii,*hT^
a family Grocer.
^ kfM
I wo

DAHA * CO.

Flour,

room*

Congress

33U

8000

»
J-

=

HEED!

BUSHELS herds or ASS
Lba. CLOVER.
*rowth of 18ta.

UfM |
omj

J9

dec2 d&\v3w2-i

PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS—of every variety of
binding—a very large assortment, at the low-

FURS!

vear out

With

HALL,
suitable for
A SMALL
chanic's
manufacturer's work shop.
at

JUVENILES, Cbo.

Kentucky bagging. It was too bard for desirable newspaper stock, but will make an ad-

—..

Jeci0

“

W

BMH^ElenBri:KbW,Ck’

CLINTON

of

No. 61 Exchange Street.

smooth, handsome looking paper, that did uot

tHMeeSeet^***“*

MERCHANDISE.

CHICAGO.

BOOKSj

GIFT

IT..

<.

IkcetfWlTSir]?
willbewSrewESi^f
*. <5

ed and put up at short notice,

note*.rjtij |
[

offered to carry free all grain aud other supplies intended for the relief of the suffering

BtTW

STOKE SHADES, of all dimension,, made, leiler-

Will also atteud to fitting the above for steam or
! *«•
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
I and other
machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
to arranging
Will devote his personal attentio
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, ou reasonable

|

~

EEH Itit*1 and Exchann Htreet* ■
crescent BOSOM P/X,
L
flud"
mu^ P* The *°
Mr*' R » UEAXK.
dec 18 dlw*

A Orand Ball!

STREET,

(until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to answer any orders
lor steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and Gas F.ttiugs of all descriptions.

terras.

decl8 eod2m

lost :

Temperance

vith iitha dances, to dance the old
the New \ ear in. The course will close

subscriber would iuform bis fricuds and the

Pacific

American Cold,.132/
California T's.
11m
Vireinia ti’s. til
United State* demand
United States ti'sutte year cert ideate*. 86
T.ea*ury 7 S tut Its.102!
Unitetl State* rt'* of 1881 coupons..lo2!
United States ti’s 1881 registered. 87)

Ac.

THE
public, that he may be found at

Harlem,.224
Hudson. 76i
Erie.624
New York Central..1084

Mail.135$
Pennsylvania Coal Company.117 j

Fitting**,

^

_

A COURSE OE

commencing on

New York. Dec. 23.
Second Hoard—Stocks art* active aud lower.
Chicago A Kook Island,. 81}
Cleveland k Toledo.
Illinois Central scrip..s 90
Pd
Michigau {Southern guaranteed,. 83
92
Central.
Michigan
Reading. 754

PS?«

arran«mentf’Ji?k
ow™t/a£jlu!.itw
thenron/l
'l?**
chHtU a»Pd
WOODWAa“ °.b“itT South

»T55*i1r.B

—

(2 doors from Middle Street,) where orders
ited for all kinds of

SPICKS,

considerable expertineuufectnrtn.
without capital, wishes to
make
person haring means, to
cotton or woolen—and share
best of reference as to
*"
r
some

y^sniS»sS3sap

ASSEMBLIES
AT LANCASTER
HALI„

decS

respectfully give notice to his fiiends
and the
that notwithstanding the recent
loss of his mills and their contents by tire, he is again
prepared to furnish

WANTED.

LA SIX

New
kin

Naval.

Portsmouth, X. H..

WILLOIVE

extensive assortment of

-OF-

week*' Portland.

add"s^

114

An Excellent Assortment

......

■

Tast, its Present, its Inaud its Crisis.
Fraternity—its
Relations to
.a,4
me ,TheaMa"0*ic
Country, the Government, aud the Conflict—its
future Mission.
,tot
for about S3.UOO, trill
please
Terms Liberal, with a view to reach the
I
people.
^
«««"«
Address
Portland. Dec. 8th, m
CYRIL PEARL.
dec204wd
Portland, Me,

LITTLE FOLKS.

TOYS,

or

in

THJ:n!I',bi,cr1ber' h*v,n* h»d
^.K^".Ce connection with

present

Couutry

day have

FINE BOOkSt

° B°X 489 fur ,wo

Y

For Sale.

School Books & Stationery

THE

our

3. Maine—its Position, Its
terest and Relations to the

or

■

FOB

Mtsatox

or

but one, the word "to” should he substituted
for “by." reading thus, “Indicated to
you,”
instead of “by you.” Tbe tenth paragraph, as
IN EVERY STYLE OF RINDING—some of them
terminates
I
in
the
middle
printed, erroneously
VERY ELEGANT.
of a sentence. It should read iu follon * -—“I
will write you very soon, and give more dell- j
ALL THE NEW PUBLICATIONS
nite information, and Dually will send you my
detailed report, in wlilcli a special acknowlMay be found on his counter,
edgement will he made of the services of the
different grand divisions, army corps anil my
general and personal staff departments of the
army of the Potomac, to whom I am so much
"
AS LARGE AND COMPLETE
indebted for their sup|>ort and hearty co-operAn assortment as can be found in New
ation.” The next paragraph should commence
England.
with the word “I will add,” &c.
A Dag of truce crossed the Rappahannock
tT*Persons are invited to examine the Stock.
this afternoon to communicate with Gen.
Lee, !
the purport of which has not been made j
HALL L. DAVIS,

Holiday

three

trance

varieties.

The Pirate Alabama at Port Bosan, Dominica.
New Yokk, Dec. 23.
The schooner Mary E. Mangutu arrived tonight from Dominica and reports that on the i
27th ult., while entering Port Rozan, Dominica,

from

TO LET.

YOU—

complete assortment—embracing

Bibles and

returned

residence in Canada, to share the fortunes
native land, is prepared to respoud to the call
[>f Associations, or Lecture Committees, aud
speak
upon either oi the following topics:
1. OCR Couxtry—its Mission, its Crisis, Its Dellvvears

FOR SALE & TO LET.

CHILDREN*

•

1

biic

undersigned, having

TIHK
\)f liu

PrTv.«=

.

Single Gentlemen wishes hoard

4

dec22-lw'

Disc liaison.

Haa the love and slice,„fui
pursui, of material proaperitj been, mm in it, moi«- powerful fur tin* nmr.1
^
elevation of mankind than
Per order of Committee

JUVENILES
—

invited.

Muaic by t'HAKDLKR'a quadrille Bard.
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock
novlt

Of all sizes aud varieties.

1050.
Both of these
On the authority of Dr. Cette man,
our medical director, the whole number of ;
wounded is between 0000 and 7000. About
one half of these are receiving treatment in
the hospitals.
A. E. Burnside,
meat at

;i

cents^fur sale *bv the'Manager*.'

Photographic Album*,

stated at about !

was

held Fri“’clock, in their

Tuesday Evening, December 3d.

j

901)0, and the number receiving hospital

akk

will be

The fourth Assembly will bo on CHRISTMAS
EVE, on which occasion there will be extra
dances.
The flfth will be on XEtV' YF.AK'S EV E

Pabllc AUcbHm Is iavited.

Headquarters Army Potomac, 1
Falmouth, Dee. 2d. J
Major Gen. II. W. Halleck, General-in-Chief,
Washington:
In my report to you of the 10th hist., the

a™,'.

meeting of this Association for

axd Debates
eC
“

L?^™Vry"uiSi

Thk Public

TO WHICH

Rebel

The next

J-KTCBE*

©

The Friends of

Portland,

...

wants*™*

M. C. M. Association.

DAVIS,

St.

HAS NOW READY

Rebela Strengthening their Position at
Front Royal.

We have seen a

Washington, Dec. 23.
The President h.-u issued the following:
Executice Mansion, Washington, Dec. 22,
18(12.—To the Army of the J'otoinac:—1 have
just received your Commanding General's preliminary report of the battle of Fredericksburg. Although you were not successful, the

to

good
^LM f’obden told England that it would be
cheaper to feed the operatives of Lancashire on
turtle, champagne and venison, than to obtain
cotton by force of arms.
WA week ago last Sunday, says the Machias Republican, a wild goose alighted on the
roof of the house of Mr. Isaac Reyuolds in
Marshfield. It had evidently got
separated
from its companions on the
passage from the

FBOM THE ABUT OP THE POTOMAC.

Washington. Dec. 23.
The annual financial report of the Secretary
of tile Interior was received. Also a message
from the President, transmitting the report of
Keverdy Johnson, Commissioner at New Or-

tumble them into the market while
return may be realized.

a

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.
SENATE.

hand

on

It.

ueneral

B»-The Hartford Post say* that aside from | Calendar of Reform. In tlie catalogue of
the eating bouses and hotels, there are over
“Trans-Atlantic Progressives,” we arc pleased
two hundred licensed grogshops in that city.
to notice tlie names of Mrs. Trollope and of
the Emperor of Russia. Published by A. J.
new
Hall
is
to
he
erected
iu
W-A
City
Davis & Co., New York.
Boston—the result of more than twenty years

ES-We are glad to chronicle the downtendency of rags. A manufacturer on
the Kennebec informed ns on Monday that he
is now receiving full supplies at
constantly decreasing prices. A gentleman sold at Mechanic Falls on Monduy, a lot of several tons for
two cents per
pound less than he sold for only
a lew days
previous. Those who are “bolding
on” for a big price, are likely to “miss a
figure,” and we advise all who have supplies
ward

In the McDowell court of
Inquiry to-day
Gen. Sigel testified that having sent an Aid
• de
camp to Gen. McDowell, during the march
from Galnsvllle to Manassas, to make a
report
and inquire the cause of a firing heard on their
the
officer was grossly insulted by him in
left,
the presence of his (McDowell's) staff, but he
At 11 o’clock last uiglit we received
did not so much regard this as an
(Sigel)
information that the report of the committee
affront to himself as to a member of bis staff.
appointed to investigate the late battle at
Gen. Sigel next recounted in the order of
Fredericksburg, which was made to the Sen- date the movements wherein he thought Gen.
McDowell had been tardy in co-operating; for
ate yesterday, was coming over the lines from
instance, when Jackson was allowed to overNew York, and that it would take three hours,
come Shield* and
escupe Fremont, and to reat least, for it to be received in Boston, when
gain the main army of the reliels contending
it would have to be re-written and sent over
against Gen. McClellan near Kichinond. He
also accused McDowell of
the wires to this city; also that it would
leaving Gen. Banks
at the battle of Cedar Mountain with
only
occupy five columns of our paper. As there
9000 men to withstand alone 25,000 of the enewas not the
slightest probability that it would my, even after both he (McDowell) and Pope
bad been warned of their approach.
lie received here In season for insertion in tire
The
court then adjourned.
the
in
the
morning papers,
operator
telegraph
The Porter court martial did not meet tooffice was informed that he need not wuit for
day.

yrhe New

The Pjiogkessivk Annual for 18<KJ has
been received at this office. It comprises an

fliaf dup

Who

|

\

I

Whitehall and Goldsboro, and whipped the
enemy handsomely euch time.
J. G. Foster,
Brig. General Commanding.

TO THE

doms.

tr Christmas being a legal holiday In
Maine, the Custom House will not be opened
ran

I

BY TELEGRAPH.

!

PATTERN® t

For Ladies, Qentlemen and
G. L. BAIL
Eov30 eodH

Boya.

Y. 43EE«ha»|.*8.

TACTICS,,

Army Regulations.
HALL L. DAVIS.
113 E\<aha.f.
Best. ar. ISrt*

*•*

•

Stock 10 l?c ad cal.
American refined .81-@ 9c
Hough.6f£$ 6

THE MARKETS.

P O E T R T.

Teas.

Duty: 20c ^ lb.
Haloing.45 (£50
Hyson.75c@81
-42 @ 50
75 @ 1 Hemp
Young Hyson

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

[From.the Loudon Examiner.]
To the Greeks.

Expressly corrected

for the Fbebs

to

Z>\

:

lb.10i@llc

....

Portland,

JONATHAN

9J

dtl

BATH HOTEL,

9]

By

Duty.

C. M. PL U M M K
886, Washington St., Bath.

•Terms

#1 per day. Stable

dtf

City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles

THE

inviting re*:reals

large cities.

The Sagadahock is one of the finest, most spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaoo minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office. Custom House, Ac., being di-

rectly

Hoop.830

Sidney”
Sidney

\o. 8

furnished this well-known house anew, and it
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers. aud hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.

Artificial Teeth inserted
canite base.
3tndA woe

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

der.
William Kissane.onc of the

spirators,

was

brought

leading

i> gal.

lb..4 @ 5c
Alow.30 a; 37
Arrow Hoot.17 (a40
! Borax.28 (&30
| Hrinihtom* (roll).. Ala 5
; Bi-Carb. Soda.6]
Suli>ltur.6 (fi
Sa) Soda.3ka, 4
Camphor.1 40al 50
Alum

!

rat.. Linseed, Hempseetl
and Unvest ed23c p gal.,
(Aire 43c,
Salad 60c.
Palm, Seal and Cocoanut 10c p gal.

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!
I

_

Cortland Kerosene

lllumiuat'g Oil .70 ft76c
Mnchiue.80 (ft 82

Clmrine.
Sperm Winter. 2 08ft210
Whale, ref Wint 98 " 100
do.
Crude.90 ,u92
lirand Bank and
Cbaleur.
>2*5 ft29
Bay
Madder..17cftl8 Shore.24 a26
Linseed.91
ft9i
Opium.£9
32ft 136
140
Knubarb.20uft 2to
Alcohol. 87 (g.96 Lard Oil.1 06.iTl 10
Fluid.1 10 @1 26 Olive Oil.176a 180
Castor Oil.2*6.0210
Campheiie. 290 ft
Saltpetre.11 @23 Ncatsfoot Oil. ...106ftl 12
Vitriol.12 ft
Onions
P bbl.93 37 a 8 60
Dyrwooda*
bush.1 30ft 1 33
Free.
P
buty
Fa lata.
Harwood.2i@
ltraril Wood.13 ft
Duty: On White Lead dry
or ground in oil and Red
I Camwood.4] a. 4*
Cream Tartar.... 85 a,u,
Logwood ex.12 * a 14
Mairnefda.28 a 3*3
indigo, M la. one. si) a z

Boiled.136ft

Latest from

j

'"-f

Headquarters

!

i*

^

Fustic, Cuba..2ft 2]
Savan villa, lift 2

Ilypcruic.4jft

6

Lopwood,

( ampeachy.2 ft
St. liomiupo.ljft z
Extract Lopwrood.TLall
Wood.
Nic
Teach
.32 ft 4j
Bed
.3*ft 3J
"
.2 ft
Sapan
Quercitron Hark.. 2}ft 2J
Hed Sanders.3 ft 0
Duck.
buty 3*) *>c ad ral.
Havens.45c ft
Tortlaud, No. 3. 90 ft
No. 10. 66 ft
Navy, S’r, No. 3.89
No. 10 66
Tent Duck,
U. S. 10 ox.66 @
12 oz.G6 ft
FV inherit*
buty 30 Pc Off ral.
Live lieeae p lb 50 @65
Russia.26 ft
dish*
buty: For 10o lbs foreign
Herring S 1.
caught
Mttekt ref *2. Samos 98.
and all other pickled in
hid*. $1 60 p bid., otherwise 60c p rtct. From
I* rod nces free.
Cod larpe p qut..84ft 4)
small.3<t 3<
Pollock.2 fa 22

2j

con-

to trial at Lebanon,
at Cincinnati, on tiie

‘ft

Ohio, anti allerwards
of couspiriug to bum the steamer,
which involved also tiie charge of murder. He
was convicted, hut obtained a new trial and
was acquitted.
Tiie other alleged conspirators were also tried at Columbus and acquitMr.
Burton
ted.
claimed that owing to the
numbers, power and influence of the conspirators he could not obtain justice, but lie determined never.to relinquish the pursuit until lie
had brought the guilty to punishment, or tell
himself in the attempt.
In 1804 Mr. Burton obtained a requisition
from the Governor of Arkansas on tiie authorities of Oido, and several of the alleged contoirators were arrested at the Walnut street
house in CiuchntHti, ironed, hurried off in an
omnibus to a steamer, and Liken to Jeffersonville. Indiana, anil thence tn
Helena
Art,Insaa.
Here they were kept iu jail for three
months, tried and acquitted.
But the chase was not yet over. Mr. Burton had spent nearly all his own means in the
pursuit, and now the insurance companies
came to ilia aid. The United States government also employed him to track out some extensive counterfeiting iqa-rations alleged to
have been committed by the conspirators whom
he was pursuing.

charge

I
I

,

*•

i

*•

—

,,.t

tto in

Xk

Litharge 2jc.

GREAT EXCITEMENT

ID.

oj

AT

Under United States Hotel, Portland.

Iti 1854 William Kissane committed heavy

163 !XIiddle Street.

NILITAh
Of every

ton

GOODS,
description,

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

fully equal

Sumjner
Is

Clothing-

®ll|

WEST, SOUTH

selling, regardless

of

Cost,

AT BURLEIGH'S.

MILITARY

I

officers, made to order, from the best materia;,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

For

Of ever}'
to fit.

description,

ERIE

provided

|IW You

can save

am verv

pleased

much

DK. HUGHES.
Middle, Portland.

of

DK. HCailES’

Eclectic medical

Infirmary.

Established far the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
for
PRIVATE
number of years confined his
diseases of
certain "class.
a

Hughes has
attention to

During his practice he

a

has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has be met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is iu constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 5 Temple street. Charge- moderate, aud a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that uo one will be
j seen but the Dr. himself. His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without
or restriction iu the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting aud sickening effects of roost other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rauk aud poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either coustitutionally or
locallv. cau be caused by using them.
YOlNG MEN. who" are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness "in tbe
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in tbe ears,
I weak eyes. etc., terminating iu consumption fir insanity if neglected, are speedily and permanently

dieting

|

cured.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned if desired. Address
DR J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street, (comer of Middle),

with

tySend stamp

LITTLE. Auknt,
Office 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

June 23.

corner

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjulldawtfS

W. D.

office.

Temple Street,

own sex.
ance.

jyTickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

by

Proprietor.

a

Portland.
jull—dfcwtfS

for Circular.

dawtf

3 5

YEARS.
DR. E. G. GOULD’S

Fin.-'W'orxn

j

t

Electricity

:

MERCHANT

AND

EYE dr EAR

STEAMERS

Not of Maine only, but of other States, with articles
of Furniture’suited to their various wauts.

|
;

£W~Dr. Boynton, having ftill instruction from Dr.
Colton for generating and administering the Sitrams Oxide, nr Exhitrrating (las, is now ready to
administer this Gas to those who
may wish to inhale
it for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Lungs, he.
nov29
dtw 6m7

TODD'S LUX SOLIS

HAIR

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spriug lied Bottoms’’ for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surjiasm-s anything I had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would not part with it on any account
Rav. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1802.

pleasure

one

1

At the old

&

COAL
CHEAP
DELIVERED

WOOD,

TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

LEHIGH,
LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN’S,

!

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
may direct.)
Than

can

which is most wonder-

value

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
gortment ot Klcgant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising Kich and
Medium Triced Drawing Hoorn, Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of every description. Feather Beds and Mattresses of all kinds, Commou
Furniture, Chairs. Looking (ilassts, &c.
■

m

uiai

vi

Eiiieimvu

a

N. B

—

SHIP

l*t,

consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my wakiug life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at uight.
of remedies had been resorted to withand 1 entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.
A

out

variety

success,

meantime, most providentially. I noticed
day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD'S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard ol it b«In the

oue

In a very few days the painful
removed; 1 could bear the strongest

delightful results.
was

out it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
say, Airther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye*, and
she ha* found Poor Ku hard's Eye Water a sov-

at

FURNITURE made to order.

1862.

a

light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I now* keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
my eye seeuis at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. 1 would not be with-

Spiral Spring Beds, &c.
to

Philadelphia. Oct. 17, 1802.
injuries received In my right eye. when a
chronic inflammation had been produced, in

From

irritation

uuiea,

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.

Upholstery Work Attended

remedy, they may learn more of its practical
by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

t!

Grateful

to

aration to all who have been sufferers like

myself.
HENSON.
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Resilience 1430 Poplar St.t Philadelphia.
P. 8.

LOBBERY,

COAL

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

JANIES P. SLEEPER,
FD KNISHING
roar of 411
011 hand

stantly

COFFINS

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

of Maine H7i’/.
SAWYER A WHITNEY.

Congress Street, keeps
all the various kinds or

AND

Now

Hard and Soft Wood.

UNDERTAKER,

No. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,
Residence

quality, and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

juionr

discovery,

case, giving her almost instant
God for the benefit that I have
personally received. I cannot but commend the prep-

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

head

rare

of this

relief.

THE GENUINE

Office, Commercial St.,

and

ereign specific in her

Pare mid Free Burning.

1111ESE

a new

boy,

HAZ ELTON

CUMBERLAND

Is

ful in its

found Elsewhere in the 8tate.

be

Purchasers for Cash may rest assured tnat good*
| bought at this house will be made perfectly satisfactory in price and quality.

October

SPUING MOUNTAIN

<

operations, putting to blush the old systems
| of treatment, which have quite as often done barm
With good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock,
a*good. Below we give the certificate of Rev. 1*. 8.
he can furnish the largest assortment of
I IIknhon, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
CUSTOM-MADE WORK. Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value

|

FOR CASH,

Poor Rirhard** Eye and Ear Water

manufacturing,

BY STEAM POWER,

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’’
1 can cheertally recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and 1 believe it to be superior to
anything of the kind now in use.
Rbv. F. HAWKS.
Waterville, April 12.1862.

Elmwood House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
a
Revere House, Yassalboro.
Ilnllowel) House, Hallowell.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott's School Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boardiug School, Kent’s Hill.
iull7d&w6m

them for life and health.

Exchange Street,

With increased facilities for

expectations,

Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, l,cwiston.
Wintbroil House, Winthrop.

stand.

52 and 54

The Bt*d Bottom I bought of you tally merits my
and is fully up to your high recommendatums. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping at >ai tmeuts.
AI STAPLES,
A N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1862.

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
housosPeiiobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.

j
|

AND NOW,

in

umerous

might

con-

CASKETS,
Use,

of this kind that
And will make o order
may be ordered, -t short notice, from the cheapest to
the vkiiy BE8T. B\ giving *nv strict and undivided
attention to the manutactuiiug, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 can ftiruish them cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER
Aug 6.1««2.

anything

Old Frames Re-Oil 1,
ND RENEWED by
MORRISON A OO.

certificates of

a

similar character

THE

Dyes,

simple—accompany

TODD'S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
Middle* comer of Exchange Street*

No* 74

sept!6tf

[Copyright secured.]

The Great Indian

Remedy

FOR FEMALES.
DB.

MATTISON S INDIAN EM MEN AG OGLE.
This celebrated Female Medieiae.
pm«***iug virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving

tailed,

effectual after all others have
is designed for both married and sinale Imties, and is the very best
knowu for the purpose, as it will
bring on the monthly sickness iu eases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all other remedies of the kind
have been tried iu vaiu.
OVER 9000 BOTTLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the lea«t Injury to health is any case.
up iu bottles 01 three
different strengths, with ftill directions for using, and setlt by express,
to all parts of the country.

thing

'^g^ltisput

closely sealed,
PRICES—Full strength. 910; hall strength, 96;
quarter strength, 93 per bottle.

&TREMEMBER-Tkis medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
of the kind have failed to cure also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
None genuISP Hk H ARE OF I Ml TA TIOXS
ine and warranted, unles* purchased directly if hr.
,W at his Remedial Institute for Special Viscoses,

Providence. R. I.
embraces all disease* of a prinature, both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his wh*de attention.
FB^Consultation* by latter or others* i*" are strictly conjiilrntial.nnd medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the l sited
States.' Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wi*hiug for a -*ecure and auiet rktukat. with good
care, until restored to liealtn.
lALTION —It has been estimated that over tiro
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New Eugland alone, without any
benefit to those' who pay it. All this comes fiom
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of houor.characterandsk.il. and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of tkemselres. If. therefore,
assertions,
you would avoid being humbugged, take no man's
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
it will cost you nothing, and
MAKE INQUIRY
may save you many regrets; for. as advertising phyof ten, are bogus, there ia
cases
ou.
sicians. in nine
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless yon know
are.
what
thev
irho and
fV Du M. will send rnsn. bv enclosing ona
stamp as above, a pamphlet ou DISEASES Or WOMEN. and on Private Diseases generally, giving Ail!
information, with the most untbmbted rejkrenves and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is
deserving of AXY COXFIVE XCE WHATEVER
mail
C|H»rdrn> by
promptly attended to. Writ#
your address plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON,
as above.
deed ly

No. 23 Luton street.

; yThis

vate

Specialty

in*prai*e

HOMESTEADS FOR

*20.

MISSOURI LAXD COMPANY hare parchased from the Hannibal k 81. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for forming and inanufocturing purpose*,
and have divided their property into lots and farm!*.
They are offered to subscribers in share* of WV* each.
Maps, with foil information, can be had by callingoa

TIIF.

EDWARD 9IIAW, Ageai.
103 Middle Street, Pdituw.

dtf_

one

be furnished.

_

Gray Beards, Attend!

Poor Richard’* Eye and Ear Water

truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Diseased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, I>eafness,
Is

Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia. with all kiudred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, w hich, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cents ekr Bottle.
Tubes 6 Cents.
11. II. HAY and XV.

F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale

Agents.
MRS. M.G. BROWN. Proprietor,
uovl3 d6m

DYE!

market has been fooded for years with different articles called Hair
which have never
satisfied the expectations or purchasers. The xn
ri.ru ultra has been reached at last ia TODD'S
HAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for aaing
—which are very
each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Softs Hair Dye over
all others is. you do not have to cleanse the hair ar
wash it before or after using the dye. and there is bat
one kind to be used, and that can be pat an the same
at oil and water, withoat any troable. unlike all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
>l>plkHt every time need. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyes, it will color loag hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.
HT For sale only at

WATER!

'V’O Organs of the human system are more impor*
^ tant to health and comfort than the Eva and
Ear. and ret none am less understood or more neglooted. They seem to pass even common observation,
and yet every part of the body is dependent upon

Philadelphia

spinal

POOR RICHARD’S

SHIPS,

these deli

erysipelas.diseases

COREY.

HOUSES,

THE PUBLIC

cures on

c*t«* organs have been must successful, and many of
them of a remarkable character. Dr. B. having tested the advantage* of
for the past fifteen
years, upon thousands of patients in
and other cities of the United States, is prepared to
trear all diseases of whatever nature with unriratfed
success.
The following are among the diseases which
Dr. B. has been eminently successful in treating:
Catarrh, consumption, ehronie catarrh, diseases of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronehiti., diseases of
the lungs in all their forms, gravel in all its forms,
diseases of urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
the urine, dropsy, blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
scrofulous-ophthalmia, ulcers of loug standing, mercurial sores, tumors, scroftila in all its forms, cancer,
of the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoids. liver complaint, dvspepsia. diseases of the
diseases, curvatures,
kidneys, stone, kc.. all
hip diseases, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism in all its
lorras, deafhess, muscular, contraction, white swellings. all uterine weaknesses, leucorrhcea, tiuor albus,
whites, fits. To the above might be added a long list
of diseases which Dr. B. has treated with equal sucAll FF.MALF. COMP LAI STS treated with
cess
success, care and strict attention.
D. B. has many testimonials of important recoveries under his treatment, which can be seen by calling
on him at bis rooms.

Syrup

Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the pub; lie for the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or l*inWornis. from the human system. The high
reputation it has established in the last two years, ana the
tact
that it is fast *up reeding all other worm remeI
dies, Is the best test of Its great merit.
£ST“/f atfun'* /:/■:/./ h. / m fir, iiti/./nnr hour*, and
I an entire cure is warranted, when taken according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.

Portland, Me.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.

I)r. Boynton’s operations and

|

with it.

..

BV

Falls.

[From Hon. Josiah U Drummond.)
I amRisiug the ‘Anderson Spriug Bed Bottom,’ and

..

A

especial

by

BURLEIGH’S,

CORDAGE, &C.,

Niagara

This road is broad guagb and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

Mr. D. K. Prohockbaa tarnished the beds iu my
house with the “Andersou Spring Bed Bottom,’’ anil
1 take pleasure iu recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical ana comfortable thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

CLOTHING,

■

and

WALTER

made to order and warranted

1G3 HVIiddle Street,

their
accommodation.
Dr. If.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalIt'd in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it Invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all time-.
Sent to any part of the couutrv with fall directions,

OFF1CTE

Where he will treat all classes of Diseases
by application of Electricity and the most
approved remedies.

I For more than twenty-five years has the well known
[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.)
Having used Anderson* Spring Bed Bottom, I can
This Syrup is also a roost valuable family cathartic,
cheerfully recommend it as an excellent article.
is required*, especially
I to be always used when
FURNITURE HOUSE
LOT M MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 6. 1862.
I fnr children. It correct*physic
the accretions, give* tone
to
the
stomach
and
nature in her
or
trowels,
assisting
{
efforts to restore health. It is purely if Vegetable
Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
and
and
reliable.
Extracts,
•‘Anderson Spriug Bed Bottom," I have purchased
aJtrays safe
|
three of them at live dollars each, and do most cheerSold in New York by IIall It Ru<hkl.218CJreenful) v recommend them to the public.
wich street ; in Boston by 0«o. C. tiooDwni k Co.,
and
the
Furnished
mansions
of
the
tbfe
wealthy
Du N R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861
12 Ma»-hall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
dwellings of the lowly,
At retail
dec6 3m
U. 11. HAk 1’ortlaud.

WORK,

forgeries on the Chemical Bank of New York.
READY-MADE
He was caught, but whilst in custody of an officer—and, it is claimed, through his connivASDance—lie made his escape through mi aperture
in the water closet of a railroad car. lie was
Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
subsequently retaken, tried and sentenced to
Sing Sing prison lor two and a half years, hut
-Ever offered in Maine, can be obtained atwas pardoned out by Governor Clark of New
York, in December. 1855.
Still Burton kept on the track of the conspirators like a bloodhound. Numerous attempts were made on his life. At a hotel iu
All of which will be sold so as to warrant eutire satColumbus, and at other places, poison was j
isfaction to the purchaser.
found iu his food. I11 the winter of 1855 he
'aiic
came home broken down in health, and as- J
serting that he was dying from the effect* ot
|
slow |mi*ou. On the lltli of December, 1855,
OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS
he died at his home on the west side, the undoubted vic'im of the poisoner.
AND TRIMMING GOODS
As ail instance of the many attempts made
on his life, we may mention the fact that whilst
Are unlimited in quautity, quality or price, and will
sick at New York, before coining home to
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.
die, a glass of wine was sent to him, with the
Prop.9101®
regards of tile landlady, but as Burton licvet
Buyers will do well to look at our stock before pur11*®
drank wine or spirits, it was left untouched
chasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
It turned out that the landlady did not setul
rise on goods.
it, and on analycallon it was found to contain
poison enough to kill three men.
It should also lie mentioned that Kissnm
was pardoned out on the request of Burton
1.7j
and that had tile latter lived, important re>7ji
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
sults would have followed Kissaue's lilieralion
Portland, July 22. 1862.
d8m
The reader cannot fail to see the uuiuistak |
able identity of "Mr. Sidney,” with the Ints
Sidney C. Burton,and there are other smailei
SAIL CLOTH.
circumstances that confirm the fact beyom
dispute. “Mr. Sidney” alludes to a woman ii
•j
the gang, whose strength of nerve and wil
do.7(«8
BLEACHED FLAX DICK, WITH BLUE STRIPES,
Darned all Ills efforts to master her schemes.—
In private conversation here Mr. Burton ha;
(A substitute for Cotton.)
often alluded to this wpman as the wife of om
$36
f«rnia«
(finger, (Kace)-30 §81
of tile conspirators, hut whose name, for oh
UNBLEACHED CANVAS, WITH RED STRIFE,
Duty Com and Oat* 10c (iinger, (Africa). .80 £31
▼ion* reasons, we cannot now publish.
It ye and Harley 15c, am r Mace.80 §90
The mysterious part of the magazine sketch
Wheat 20c p bit. Fror, Nutmegs.90 £92
Of various descriptions.
Hr. Prta’incesfree.
•Pepper. 26 £26
Gamely, thelpowerof “Mr. Sidney” to read tin
0 > Pimento.22 £24
ALL
FROM
A O Nos. 1 TO 6.
Rve.&6@1
character aud history of an individual by hi 1
Oats.52 >o55
Need*.
bandwriting, we cannot throw much light on ; South Yel. Corn. .84 @86 Duty Linseed 16c 4* *'U.
ALSO ON HAND
as he made but little mention of his skill ii
<'orn. Mixed.82 @85
bu., Mus
Canary 91
tard 3c
lb.
this respect among his Iriemls here. That In
Barley.86 @ 9
BOLT ROPE
Shorts p ton.
$22 a23 Herds (.rant*..J*2} 32
was a skillful expert hi
detecting handwritiu;
Fine F»*ed.26 @27 Western Clover j
For sale by
10c§ 1 I
Is, however.a well known fact; and on one oc
(•rind«toui‘s,
Red Top.(3 M3
caslon a forgery on one of our banks, of whirl I
Linseed.3 ®
Doty: Hough—free.
LE MESURIER & CHAMPION,
a clerk in a prominent lliver street
Rough, p ton. .817@26 {C anary.8J@ 4
busbies
Dressed.3»>«35
Sugnr.
bouse hud been
and who was unde
St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
/>1it
suspected,
Metiulo2e
ft:
.nofylbor
Ounpomlcr.
police surveillance in consequence, was by M r
Xo. 12 2_;,e, above Xo. 1!
Duty: Valued at lea* tha
tJT'Sampleson band, and orders taken bv
20c p lb 6c. over 2<>c 6 : and not above 16 3c.abov
Burton, In an instantaneous glance at tie
J. T. PATTEN & CO.,
Xo. 16 and not above 2 >
p lb and 20 pc ad rat.
Oct. 11—6m
writing, fastened on one ol the gang o I1
Front Street, Bath.
Blasting.S4i@ 5 3Jc. above Xo. 20 and re
conspirators.
Rifle and Sporting 6$@ 7
fined 4c t* lb.
He even mentioned the day on which th
Portland A.9 ®
On Hand.
Hay.
do.
A A.91<M
pnetT.S14 @17
forgery was committed, and stated that o J1 Pre«s*’d
CONST ANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Loose..16
do.
'0.17
Yellow_9|@
that day the person he mentioned would Ii *
Leaf, aud at low rates at
II Sde* n nH SUin*.
Extra Yellow.n**ne.
26 Market Squarb
fouDd slopping at one of the hotels under on »
Duty 10 pc ad raf.
Mu«covado.101 £11
Slaughter IIHos
of three or four assumed names.
do.
6*«74 ;
in bond.HTa9
Install
(’alf Skins.11@1S Havana Brown.
.10?<®1
search proved that the |iersou in
Milk Route for *ale.
question ha *[ Calcutta
Cowdo.
White.. 121 «13
stopped that day at a hotel under «tich a nam<
inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St.,
Slaughtered. 1 R»>??20 > New Orleans. 11 \ a 13
can
hear of a chance to buy a “MILK
How far this incident inay go to
one
Green
Salt.1 60&1 7 < rushed.18T a 14
support til
KOUTE,” in which there is not a customer who has
120<a 13 Hirannlated.13*314
| failed
strange story of "Mr. Sidney's” extraordimu- 'Dry
to
his
bills. A favorable chance
pay
Gr’n.S5<@
$1 } Powdered.18j£l4
Sfleep Pelts,
I■ is thus offered to monthly
powers, our readers can judge for themselvei ; Sheep
any one who may wish to engage in
Polts. Dry 75wl €
Tnllow.
!
the
or to enlarge his present “routo."
—(Cleveland Herald.
business,
^
{Duty Tallow 1 4*0, Soa-j 1 nov!2 eodtf

RAILWAY.

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

.JOS1AU 11. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23,1962.

The largest aud best selected stock of

...

WEST,

NORTH

RESIDENCE AND

No. 369 Congress Street*

DR.

speak

UNIFORMS,

CUSTOM

if not better than the beat.
N. J. DAVIS,

OR
BY THE

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated "Andersoii Spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottomadecidcd preference over any and all othere we have ever
of them iu the highest terms.
used. Our guests
We recommend their use to all hotel keeper* who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d McLaughlin a son.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12.1863.

Sort.175gl 78

Hogs.5}'

more it is used.
is a step iu advance

Commercial House Portland, June 16.1862.
Having introduced the "Anderhou Spring Bed Bottom" into
my house, after trial. 1 pronounce it to be
an
easy and healthy lied. 1 am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Auderson

Free.

Hard.1 float «2
(Jround.... 600®660
I'ravinioam
Duty /tee/ and Pork lc,
Lard, Bacon and Hams
2r, /tutter and Cheese 4c
p tb
Ch’go MoesBcef.812 al4
Portland do.
12«al3
P'tPd ext. do.
.14 ® 14}
Pork, extra clear 164 ®1,
Pork, clear. 15*a 16
Pork, mess. 14i-a15
Pork, extra do
13}«14 4

gives
valued llie

TICKETS

To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the

TE8TIJIONIALS:

Red Lead.10®
I'lanlrr.

fhtty

"THROUGH

has now
to shew
actually is the

This iuvention
of all othera in
the Sprint/ llctl department, embracing a little more
of their excellencies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so rocnperativ as to bring itself into ptace with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
aud all who huger in suffering aud weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

j

Litharge.10®

Pork. 1‘rime. 11
Ex Prime.12*« 13
Haddock..lift
Hake,..1 66ft 1 76 Hound
(«.«•>}
j Herring,Shorepbl.4 ft 4? Ham*..10® 11c
do. Labrador
none, City Smok’d Ifamg.iioue.
do. 8ealedpbx 83ft40c
Produce.
do. No. 1 .25>a30 Beef p tju’r p lb 6 (S.
7}
Mackerel p bbl.,
20 fa 22
Eggs, p dor
Hay No. 1.
sflOiftll Potatoes, pbbl.9160 a 1 75
<
Hay No. 2.7-- a 8 hit-kens, Spring 8 a pt
Hav No. 3.
ft 6 Lamb .5 fa 8
Shore No. 1 —lOift 11 Turkics. 9® 12
2.7bft 7} Leese.9 «10
do. (medium).. 4ift 42 Veal. none.
do. (small).3ft 3* Pick lea, p bbl_97}®
8}
Fruit.
Rice.
buty: foments, Oranges, Duty Cleaned l}c, Padlianana' and Plantains dy Jc p lb.
20 pc ad ral., AInumds Rice p tb.6?@ 7i
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p
Ih. Suts and bates 2c Portland distil led. 53 ®55c
!
p lh. <iterant*. Figs, Snlrratus.
plums. Prunes and Uni- Saleratus p lb.6}® 7c
Suit.
pc ad rat.
Duty In bulk 18e. and in
Almonds—.Iordan p lb,
bags 24c p 100 lbs.
Soft Shell.20
Turk’s Is., p hlid.
Shelled.25 dan
(8 bus.).92 90(18 25
Currants.15 a. If Liverpool.2
50®8 00
j Citron.42 @45 Vadiz.none
i u 2 Sacks Salt .none.
| Pea Nuts.S2
Figs, common— none. L r'd Butter Salt. 22 fat
New Eleme
-18cid 22
Starch.
1
Lemons, p box. £23'@ 3 fhtty 20 pc ad ra/.
2 W Pearl.6f3)
Orange*— flat ana
7}
liaising.
Potato.4 a. 44
Blue p cask.15J'ff 16
Sha«-p 100 lbs 90?® 10
Black
.$8 (a 10
I
Bunch P box. 40f>d 4 11 Buck.
•a Laver.412a4 2i
Soap.
Dales. 7 u 9« Duty 35 Pc ad ra/.
Prunes.K; a 10, L« athe & Lore's, TrowFloar—Portland insp
I Superliue.8*Vd 6t
tra No. 11» lb ...94® 8]
Fancy.6fd 6 Family do.8i« 81
Extra.Oja 7 No.
®■'{
Family.7 «- 7 Eagle No. 1.6]<M
Extra SapeHor..•
B Star.6m 5
Western extras... .61^ 7 Castile.I2kal6
"
a 8
family...
Crane's.9 (£9;
superior 7fa- 8
Spire*.
Ohio extra..7 (@ 7 Duty: Ginger Pitot be
(’•round (linger be, Pep
family.8 @ 8
| Canada super No.1 none. j per and Pimento 12c
StLouisFav Brands.8 (ff1
('tores 15c, Cassia lOc
I Southern 111. do
( assia Puds 20c. (’in na
I
num 26c. Mace and Xut
I Petapsco Family.. 10@TO
Rye Flour.4i@ 4
megs 30c 4> lb.
(’orn Meal.4] a 4 Cassia 4> lb.45 ®47<
Buokw't Fl’r pib 2e@ 2 Cloves.33

lj

more

‘‘.10j®loJ

l’er

C. J. BRYDC.ES, Managing Director.
a6dtf
Montreal, August 1. 1862.

Electropathic Physician and Surgeon.

Infirmary.

thFTadies.

to

the

summer.

BCULEIGH S,
desirable mechanical arrangement
been in
sufficient length of time
THIS
that it
entire satisfaction and
use a

low and other Ochres 50c
P 10U lbs. Paris White
dry 60c, in ail 9160,
U niting 50c p 100 tb*
P tl'd Lead, in oil.910® 101
Lewis Lead,

Boston Lead, *'
.9; aFrench Zinc, " ..10a 10}
Amer. Zinc,
..8 a81
Rochelle Yellow. 8 .a, 31
Eng. Yen. lied-.3 ra 3]

PVolaock,

K..

^

above*

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.

HUGHES particularly invites all Indies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for

ou

1862.

fea.s

DR. H. 1. BOYNTON,

Eclectic medical

No. 5

per
No tire wood will be conveyed betwveuOctober 1st,
1862, ami May 1st. 1803.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business. which
are about to be made, the Company will not be ablo
to take fire wood from certain places ou the line, so
that shonld any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they willdosoat their own
risk, aud that the Compauy will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations tire wood can be carried next

Street, Hew-Tork.

^Numerous Certificates \

TRAVER.
Lock Box, Boston. Ma*a.

by addressing

to

Ho. i9? Greenwich

\

Direct to
EDWARD II.

ocl6d&w3m

1st, 1*3,
May 1st,
all descriptions of lumber
rates of freight
FROM
and timber will be advanced 25
cent.

GENERAL AGENT.

inn

Oxide

2fc p lb. Prussian
/Hue, Vemit I ion, f hmme
Yet low, Venetian /led 25,
Spanish /troirn dry 20,
in oil SO Pc ad ra/., Yel-

Zinc

granted October,

lAtent

—

1

your address.

OFFICE,

PRINCIPAL SALES

Quackery!

chants.

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

Bold by Druggiita throughout th« World

and

EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
from Nervous Debility, Ac., against endangering
their health by patronizing any of the advertising
quack*. You can toily recover by the methods used
by the Advertiser. anil ty hundred* of other*, and
is soother way.
Read a letter which 1 will aend
you if you will *eud nn- a postpaid envelope bearing

Notice to Wood and Lumber Mer-

FOR THE WEARY.

RF.«T

Drug

1

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

jCommiMicMcni.

a

By State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGMACHINES.
eodfcwtoctl

Phillips.

Novrmbo*

usually kept in

NETO-ELECTRIC

Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth, or Kennebec & Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Kop’t.
f armingtou May 5, 1862.
june28dtf

Commissioners to receive and examine all claims and
demands against said estate. And all persons are
hereby notified that the meetings of the Commissioners for the above purposes will be* held at the
office of Frederick Fox. 64 Middle street, Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the following mouths,
viz: November, December, 1862. January February,
March and April, 1863—from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M., on
each of those days.
(.FORCE E. B. JACKSON, I
IKVIM. »V. PARKER,
nov8
Portland. Nov. 8,1862.

applied

lor the value of tho skins. They declined payment until the insurance could be
recovered. Mr. Burton doubted the fact of
the shipment of his skills, and soon obtained
what he deemed sufficient evidence that neither his skins, nor the other property alleged
to have been shipped on tin* steamer, had ever
been shipped. He again demanded payment,
which was again refused, and he then set to
work to discover and ex|mse the conspiracy
suspected to lie connected with the ati'air.
In the summer of 1862, L. L. Filley of Cincinnati, oue of the suspected parties, died. On
his deathbed it is said that he confessed that
there had been no merchandize ahiiiped on the
Murtlia Washington, but that the boxes contained nothing hut sticks, stones and rubbish.
Mr. Burton gave ills energies to the task of
ferreting out the crime ol the consp. raters,
and in so doing claimed that he had discovered a conspiracy of gigantic proportions,including among its number, men of high commercial and official rank, and embracing within
its scope tiie crimes of forgery, arson and mur-

and

Gold, Silver and Vul-

THE

heavily

investigation

on

Notice.
Estate of Patrick (Allan, late of Portland, i
deceased, hav ime been represented insol vent.the I
Judge ot Probate lias appointed the undersigned |

UNION FOREVERl

escaped.

Conjmi

Street,

OPP. OLD CITY HALL,-PORTLAND, ME.

E. O. MAYO.
dA wtf

Passadumkcag, June 23.1862.

Clapp's

BUk,

DYE-STUFFS,

And all other articles
Taint establishment.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfleld: returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay tor East Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kiugfield, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Faimington daily, for Strong, Avon

^Bdentist,

public generally, that during the temporary
_compulsory suspension of ids business he

Liguorice,

signees

AND

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

On and after Monday, Mar 6, 1832,
gnMHT trains
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Faimington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewistou, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

SURGEON t mechanical

entirely

January

--A LSO-

SUMMER arrangement.

DR. C. R. OSGOOD.

subscriber would very respectfully an[THE
nounce to his uumerous friends, and the

shipped

•

Day.

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA8SADUMKEAO, MAINE.

skins,

quantity

City.

GOODS.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

city,
Washington”
mistaking
identity
shipped

AND FANCY

miim

a*T WM CUTTER,* T City: "Myhalrbehungod
to lu natural color, aad growing on hold apot."
Bgv J. H CORNELL 1* r. City: "I procured it
for a rotative
The falling of tin ha* -topped, aad
reetored it from being grey to lu natural aad hoaatifal eolor."
B*v. J. WEST. Brooklyn, L t: “I wlU leetify to
their valae In thr net liberal eanee. They hava
reetored my hair whan It waa bald, and, when
grey, to it- original eolor
B*v. A WEBS fER, Button, Mau
“I hava end
them with great effect
I am now neither held
nor gray.
My hair waa dry aad brittle ; it la now
■oft ae fa youth."
Bet. H V. DEilEN, Bo.ton, Maee
That they promote the growth of the hair where baldane U, 1
have the evidence of my own eyee.”

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, ,c.

Quebec

CENTRAL HOUSE,

short,

family

in the business centre of the

Term* Moderate by the Week
dtf
Bath, June 23.1862.

time,

large

from the sea, and affords one of the most
from the dust aud turmoil of our

_

ENGLISH, FRENCH AM AMERICAN PERU MIRY,

Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Crass, 936. First Class, 977 to 992—accenting
to accommodation,—w hich includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back. 9186.
Apply to Ednionstone. Allan k Co.. Montreal, or to
1
J. L. FARMER,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
June 23. 1862.

Brr C A BUCK BEE.
Aooiunmt Trtntnrr Am-rim BMt Union, If. T City.
write*: “I vary cheerfully add my laatimoay to
that of numeroue Mend, to the great value of Mr*.
8. A Alloa * World. Hair BaMorar aad Zylobalw

GENUINE MEDICINES,

j

..

CoftttWvWg TwVv'tAOft^.

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

)

Limington,

AlfVed Carr,
Proprietor.
BATH, MAINE.

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

-DEALER IS-

ftc’., ftc,
ONE of the following first-class, powerAt Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eaglc,
ful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
South
Limington, &c., &c.
A 31 ERICA N, NORWEGIAN ..ILKA,
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis. Limerick,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NONewHeld.
Parsonslield. Effingham,I reedom,
Ossipee,
VA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every SatorMadison. Eaton. Limington, Cornish. Porter, ftc.
dav morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
nov 13
AI.EX’R IIAII.KV .lr Snn’t
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 1*. 31., i
connecting with Steamer at
every Saturday
ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,

—

ANO
JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

Steep

Mail Line.

Weekly

with house.

Monthly

HAIR RE3TORER

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

connect*

Bath. June 23,1862.

/'rW0RLD’BVv-^v

yuebec,

<

BLISS, Proprietor.

Portland, Aug. 19.1862.

aitylfiiKiE in
iHiS

|

>

id invites
J_| the travelling community to call and see if
he knows “how to keep a hotci.” Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t »ble, attentive servants and inodbrate charges are ihe inducements he holds out to those whose business or pleas>
uro call them to the “Forest City.”
Street.

IS THERE

Augusta

undersigned respectfully Informs tlie
public that he has leased tlie above House,
Federal

Y,

On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th.
1862. passenger trains will leave as fol-

UL'ai!iSHI9n

...
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WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

splendid, new' and powerful | lows
A 1,
Augusta for Hath. Portland and Boston.at 10.45 A.
M.. connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
tons,
years,
power—
T. S. Eweu. Commander, will leave j Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wiltou and
l oit.ui.u oi. or about the 20th iust. lias first rate
Fariniugtou.
accommodations for
Leave Portland for Bath and Ang ista at LOOP M.,
passengers, first, second aud
trains at Brunsthird class. For freight or passage apply to
conuectiug with the Androscog
wick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls. Wilton and FarFREER, bUYD k CO.,
with
at
the
Somerset
k Kenand
No. 3 Galt's Block, Commercial Street.
mington;
dec9
nebec Railroad for Vatwaiboro’, Waterville. Kenand
at
Kendall’s
Mills
and
dall’s Mills
Skowhegan;
with the Penobscot ft Kennebec Railroad for BumPortland and Mew York Steamers.
and
ham. Pittsfield, Newport
Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
SEMI-WEKKLY LINE.
Kennebec ft Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
ft Kennebec Roads.
The splendid and fast Steamships
and Stations on the Peuobscot ft KenFor
“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett, j nebec Bangor
Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
and "PARKERSBURG,”
Captain
Keudall’s Mills.
Huffman, will, until further notice,
PTAOK CONNECTIONS.
run a* follows:
Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M.. for WiscasLeave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDainariscotta,
Waldoboro’, Warren, Rock laud
set,
DAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. 31.. and leave Pier
and Tlioinaston.
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
of on arLeave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M
and SATURDAY', at 3 o’clock, P. 31.
rival of of train from Portland.
These vessels are fitted up with tine accommodations I
B. II. CUSHMAN.
for passengers, making this the most speedy, sate and
Manager and Superintendent.
comfortable route for travellers between New York
novl8
Augusta. Nov. 16, 1862.
and 3Iaiue. Passage 95,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
&
Cumberland
Railroad.
York
Goods forwarded by this line to and from 31outreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St. 1
ohn.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
s'earners a^oarlv as 3 P. 31., on the day that thep !
mi iiiim-PB-!
On and after Monday, November 10.
leave Potiland.
" ill leave as follows, uutil further
For freight or passage applv to
orders:
KMfcKY k FOX. Brown’s Wharf. Portland
Saco River for Portland at 6.35 and 9.15 A. M. and
H. B. ( ROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
3.30 P. M
New York.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and
dtf
Dec. 6.18 12.
2.00 and 6.15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will he freight trains with passenger
M O N T R E A L.
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windliain, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Falls, Baldwin, Hiram. Liniiuglon, Brownfield,

HOUSE.”

“ELH
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••Mavrocoudatob,”
Steamship
12
1200
600 horse

Coke.lli@12 London—80a.. 147 @160
Wood.
Paris../3 821@8 90
Hard, retail.87@ 7J

Spring...9
Kugl

Steamship*.

STEAM TO LONDON DIRECT.

...

public, although
by
partially
Monthly.
publishers
hy lawyer
Sidney.”
Sidney”
myth,
leading portion

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

Of

Leari-s unmanufac- Coach.3i@ 5
tured 25, all other kinds Dainar.3]@ 4
Wool.
35 *>C ad cal.
G's&lu’s best br’ds.70 @75c Duty: Costing 18c P !b
and under 5 pc, over 18c
do.
medium. 65 @68
fo 24c p tt> 3c, over 24c
do.
common. 60 @62
9c p lb.
halt tbs best br’ds 78 @80
do. med. good .65 @70 Fleece.45 @66c
do. common.. .60 @62 Lambs.45 @53
Natural Leal, lbs. 81 a 1 j
Zinc*
Fancv, in Foil.1^@ 2 Duty: In blocks or pigs
Tin.
l$c, in sheets 2c P lb,
Duty Pig 15c, Plates 2E 1 manufactures of 30 pc
ad val.
Pc ad ral.
Banca, cash.43c@ 44 Pigs and slabs.5j@ 64
Straits, cash.40 @42 Sheet i.osslmann. 114@12
I’lates-C har.I.C. 8124@13 Sheathing.90 @
I X .15 @16
do.
Exchange.

!

Lehigh.9

“WHITE STAR LINE"

Duty:

„„

Country.i0j@ll

RAILROADS.

Oolong ..’.67 @80 India. 20@ 25
Souchong.50 @55 Varuiih.
Furniture.S2 @ 8
Tobacco.

An additional duty af Ilopn.
10 pc i* levied on all tner- Duty 6c p lb.
ckauuise not imported di- first Sort, 1862... 14 @16
I ron.
rect from the place if proaud Ionian seas across
The
duction or growth.
Duty I*ifl and Stamp $6,
™“
The Adriatic, t®
liar
not 'exceeding $60 p
JLn he*.
,
Who mu. a kingdom and who lost a home:
ton value $17 p ton, exDuty 10 pc ad val.
Death dared
$60 P ton $18,
81
They whom he saved daied strike him.
ceeding
Pearl p lb.7)8
pots
l*ot.< )@ 8) less than $ inch thick or
lifted dart.
more than 7 inches wide,
Standing abore hi* head with
Apple*.
The voice aw* u a zed bit anguish on hi* lips
Green ^ bbl.81)8 1? rounds less than 1 inch
words:
or tnore than 4 inches ifi
Ye migl t have fancied hung these warning
Sliced P lb.6 @60
stand
erect,
luture
comrade*!
friends!
*<M>
my
diameter, aiul squares
Cored P lb. 6
Aud drive the intruder fforo the sacred soil.
1
less than 1 inch or more
3)
Uucored
lb.2)@
p
Be vigilant; look westward ; be who leigned
than 4 inches square $20,
Bread.
Deliverance is enslaver; he attunes
tiaitrofui $12 oO, /toiler
Duty: tope.
His Addle to fhestens of dancing slaves.
and Plate $26 p ton.
lb* 861 @
100
Pilot
P
his
tune.
And step* on toe* that keep not to
Sheet 2@2£c P lb and
is
4j
Ship
The Biiton has been free two hundred year*,
ton.
Crackers per bbl.. 3a) 3* SftgjS
sou
Common.3
Longer the Hollander, Helvetia’s
lUO
.36
(040c
p
jo} 3]
Crackers,
Preceded him and won the upland race.
Ketiued
Butter.
4@ 4j
iu
the
Aeld.
Be Hellas fourth!—no sluggard
Swede...6
lb.
4c
@ C|
p
Duty:
Their glory none of those had merited
Family p lb.21 @23c Norway.Gjxy 7
Had they forbidden God to hear the prayers
14 @16 Cast Steel.22 @24
! Store.
Of his weak children in their mother tongue.
German Steel... 14 @10
Bean*.
The human body rise* not at once.
Marrow p bush82 50@2 76 KuglLhfltli*.Steel. 16 @17
But member after member, its extremes
l'ea.2
76(0300
@ 10
test.
the
Are Arst to stir, and they support
! Blue l*od.2 37@2 »2 Sheet Iron.
.6i@ 6j
Give freedom if thou wouldst thyself be tree,
Sheet Iron, Kus.-ia 17 @18
Cu udle*.
neck
not
on
the
Kesurgcut Hellas! forcr*
Duty Sperm and War 8c., do Ku* iin't. .13 @14
Of others that spiked yoke thou hast thrown on;
Ln rd.
St ear in e be, Tallow 2)c
Leave his one God to the quell’d Osiuauli,
llarrcl, p lb .101(2103
p lb.
Nor tread the papal slipper down at heel,
Mould p lb.13)c@14 Keg*, p
thv
IVom
gate.
Martin
drive
the
Nor
quiet
Leather.
I Sperm.32 @36
Take and hold stead last out* more advice.
Cheese.
Duty 30 pc ad ral.
Remain within thy ancient boundary.
New
York, light. 28 (a30c
lb.
4c
Duty
P
Worst ot all curses is thal thirst of rule
do. tud. w t*.. .30 @31
j Vermont p lb. .11 @12
O'er wide dominion. Where is Babylon.
do.
410 @31
heavy
Where Parthuft? Earth’s ptoud giant brood, they
do. slaughter. .32 @34
Coni—(Retail.)
lie
Calfskin* 75 @86
Amer.
Hr.
ProvincFrom
!
Duty
Along the dust; the dust alone remains
es free, other foreign Hi- Si’ter Wax Leath.19 @ 20
Imperiilmble »n<l by age unchanged.
Lead.
tumewms 81 10. all othMarble and bronze may crowd the peopled street,
er Linds 60c p ton.
Duty Pig 11c p lb.
Men will ask who were those; I place my pairn
Am.
I
l*ig p l«VHb.$9ia
Cumberl'd
pton.810®
his
words
On a small volume which contains
Koreign l'ig .9*@
Who roused aud shook and would have saved thy i Whitcash.9 @
Sheet and ripe.. loj@luj
@
laud.
Lime.
Franklin. 9 @
Demosth ue*. the patriot who disdain'd
10 Pc ail ral.
Coilee.
To live if life must be adospot's gitt;
Uockland, cask 68 @76c
Duty 6c P lb.
Cherish his memory, teach thv son* life lore.”
Lumber—From yard.
Java p lb .3o @3kWalter Savage Landor.
St. Domingo.3»» @31 Clear Fine, No. 1.$38 @
do.
No.2 34 @
Rio.32 @ 33
No. 3 24 @
do.
Mocha.None.
No.4 14 @
do.
Cordntge.
Mv
Beal
Hero
“Oxf, of
Clients”—the
ilMan
Lumber
2
17 @18
rred
Shipping
}c,
Duty: Ta
ia 2k, all Other 81 P lb. Spruce.10 @11
of the Story in the Atlantic Monthly.
13
Hemlock.8
lb
American p
@14)
@10
In the December number of the Atlantic | Kmetia Hemp.16)@1<
l>OX Dll SMCBMI)
(OWC
is an extraordinary story or sketch
.13 @13) Clapb’ds, S ext.914 ft 16
Manilla..
do.
I*
30 &82
under the alaive tide, which has U'en received
Manilla.14
do.
Shingles, Cod. ext 2 j a, 3
with great incredulity by the
do.
No.1.2 -ft 2j
Ccmrul.
vouched for
one of
it is said to be
do. ext. Pine.Sift 31
SI
30s13o
$y bbl.
This sketch
of the
Laths. Spruce.. 1 OOftl 2o
the
Oran* and Dyr».
a
who had
tb Oil (Anna- do. Pine.125® 1 80
Duty:
purports to lie written
.30 (a35
mon S2. Oil Almonds and Bed Oak Staves
for one of lib clients a "Mr.
Otto of Hose SI 50, Oit Mol. llhd. Shooks
of the story is no
The "Mr.
Berganud, Cassia and & I leads,city. 2 76ft 2 87
ol his hisso far, at least, us the
('lores SI, Hydriodate Sugar dv. city 2750,287
do. do. c’try.l 25ftl 60
pot as h 75c .Cant harides.
tory is concerned.
Mastic, Ipecac, Jlh idtarb. Country Biff Mol.
He was a man who but a few years ago filled
II hd. Shooks. 1 OOftl 76
Cardamons, Oil Lemon,
irotn
a
space in tiie history of the
Anise and Orange, Io- Slash.150ft 1*50
dine fiOc, ToluandCrude
his relations to one of tiie most remarkable
(ft34
Camphor 80c, He fined do. Hackmefack Timcases kuown in tiie criminal annals of tiie west.
ber. p tun.10ftl6
4^>c, Tartaric Acid 20c.
well
known
resident
of
this
ciwas
also
a
He
VI oln mncs.
Tartar, Citric
(ream
now reside,
lu
the
ty, where his
Acid, Shellac, ('opal. Da- Duty fic p gal.
mar and (lums used for I'ienfugos.88ft 40
of the story is no other than the
“Mr.
like purposes 10c, Aloes, frinidad.38 ft 40
fitinous for
late
C, Burton of this
33 ft36
Verdigris, Chlorate of Cuba claved.
his connection witli the "Martha
do. tart. 28a30
Potash, Carb. Magnesia do.
of
the
There is no
case.
6c. Horacic Arid, 1 eI bar do. Muscovado.35 ft36
Prussiate Potash and Sew Orleans.
the two characters ami their histories.
Portland Syrup, bhds. 26
Hed do. 10c,
In the year 1831 Sidney C. Burton
do.
bbla.. 27
Oxalic Acid and Sugar
valued at 81.300, to a house
of
a
of Lead 4c. Asphattnm Kails,
and Hi-Chro. Potash 3c, Duty: Cutlc, Wrought 2c,
in Cincinnati. These skins were said to he
on the steamer Martha Washington
Sago lk*, Epsom Salts, Assorted 3c p lb.'
Liquorice Hoot, /U-f 'arh. "ask.4 50@4 75
for New Orleans. Whilst on her way down
Sofia, Caustic Soda lc ; Kami Stores.
the river tiie steamer took Hie near Island No.
Castor Oil 50c V ipd.. Duty: Turpentine, Rosin,
con14lli, 1802, and was
65.
Morphine S2 1> oz., Al- Pitch, Tnr20\tcadval.,
60c
um
cwt.. Copperas S. Turpentine 15c gal.
her
cargo and a number of the
sumed, with all
50c 4» cwt., Muriatic Ac- I'ur(foreign)p bbl.819a 16
passengers. All the officers and crew, except
id 10 4>c ad cal.. Spong- I’itch (Coal Tar). .94$ft
The books and papers
the carpenter,
es,
Assafictida. Isin- Bofdu.18 a 20
were lost.
The boat and cargo were very
glass, Flar Sulphur. Sen- riirpentinepgal .280ft285
Oak nan.
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng
insured in various offices, hut circum20 4*c. Bleaching Pow- Duty Free.
stances led the insurhnee companies to withders 30c 4* cwt.. Sago American.8!® 91
hold payment until further
was
60c 4> cwt.. Sal Soda and Oil.
Soflu Ash $c
tb, Crude Dutu Sperm, Whale and
made.
Brimstone S3 and Hotl other Fish Oils qf forMr. Burton
to ills Cincinnati condo. S6 p ton. Alcohol 40c
eign fisheries 20 pc ad

j

STEAMBOATS.

—

December 24.

the rarihonon
A toIcc deacendlng from
It » aa borne
Cried •■liiae up. «•■/<* V Htllua
and beyond
of
relop.,
the
land
Heyond

.4|

"
SoH.
.4J@ 6
Twine.
ad val.
35
Pc
Duty
Cotton bail.83 @65c
.40 @
Flax

No. 410 Arch St

Philadelphia.

»»<i >*or, of

e*port*no*
After
experiment. T hove at last found the
Tw*ntv

Y.in1

Boat

Dye !

coloring Hair in the world. I uy it boldly, and
mean it.
And sav further, that if any one buy* my
Dye, and alter trying, does not like it, I will refond
the money on returning me the bottle with ouc halt
ror

its contents
1 do not wish

^Agenta
dressing
oot.

can

to

be

tell it to any

rebel,

or

rebel sym-

supplied at wholesale prices by

ad-

JOHN M TODD, Portland. Mo.

ia.dk* tr

